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Abstract
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1 Introduction

Over the past two decades, central banks have implemented large-scale asset purchases programs

during periods when interest rates approached the zero lower bound. However, asset purchases

did not solely serve as a substitute for limited interest rate adjustments. Empirical studies pro-

vide clear evidence that central bank asset purchases altered various yields and asset prices, in

particular, during and in the aftermath of the peak of the great financial crisis.3 Asset purchase

programs were further (re-)introduced or scaled-up at the onset of the Covid-19 pandemic, effec-

tively mitigating price dislocations in financial markets during that period.4 These observations

suggest that ex-post monetary policy interventions are useful for correcting price movements

that pose risks to financial stability. However, safeguarding financial stability is typically not a

primary objective of central banks. This raises the question as to why other policy domains have

not intervened ex-post to correct prices in financial markets. This paper addresses this question

and presents a simple argument in favor of utilizing monetary policy for financial stabilization:

central bank asset purchases can be implemented independently of tax revenues.

The analysis is executed in a model with an essential role of money and with financial fric-

tions, providing a rationale for macroprudential regulation. As a reference point, we assume the

availability of non-distortionary taxes. We establish that ex-post central bank asset purchases

in secondary markets can implement constrained effi ciency, just like macroprudential regulation.

Asset purchases can however outperform the latter and can even implement the first best alloca-

tion. Yet, corrective price effects of asset purchases can equivalently be induced by a Pigouvian

subsidy on credit supply that is compensated and financed by non-distortionary taxes. For the

primary case of interest, we assume that taxes are unavailable, such that first best cannot be

achieved and corresponding Pigouvian policies are not at the policy maker’s disposal. As the

main novel contribution of the paper, we show that central bank asset purchases can enhance

effi ciency relative to a competitive equilibrium without asset purchases irrespective of the avail-

ability of taxes.5 We further show that the conclusions retain their validity when accounting for

distributive effects or for an inferior ability of central banks to extract value from asset holdings —

arguments often raised as constraints on the effectiveness of monetary policy interventions. The

3See Dell’Ariccia et al. (2018) and Kuttner (2018), who survey evidence on effects of asset purchase programmes.
4See, for example, Haddad et al. (2021) for evidence based on US corporate bonds market data.
5To the best of our knowledge, implementation of unconventional monetary policy without taxes has not been

explored in related studies, despite their beneficial effects being well-documented (see Section 2). In contrast,
non-existence of taxes has been examined in studies on conventional monetary policy (see, e.g., Diaz-Gimenez et
al., 2008, or Buera and Nicolini, 2020).
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analysis builds on the existence of suffi ciently many central bank instruments. They not only fa-

cilitate the isolation of price effects of asset purchases and ensure independence from fiscal policy

but also enable the attainment of non-financial monetary policy objectives. A real-world example

for simultaneously promoting financial stability and pursuing primary objectives through distinct

instruments has been the creation of the US Federal Reserve’s Bank Term Funding Program in

March 2023, coinciding with an upward trajectory in the Federal Funds rate target.

We develop a finite-horizon monetary model that serves two purposes.6 Firstly, it explic-

itly describes the implementation of monetary policy to enable a clear differentiation between

monetary and non-monetary policies. Secondly, it can be transformed into a tractable version,

facilitating straightforward comparisons with studies on macroprudential regulation. In fact,

central arguments of the paper would be rendered less comprehensible if the analysis were based

on the latter version right from the beginning. Specifically, we assume that banks intermediate

funds between households and that central bank money serves as the unique means to settle de-

posit transactions. Acknowledging central bank practice, we assume that reserves are exclusively

supplied in exchange for eligible assets. These are treasury securities in regular open market

operations where the central bank controls the terms of trade, i.e. the repo rate; the latter

serving as the policy rate.7 We assume that borrowers cannot commit to repay debt, such that

bank loans will be collateralized by borrowers’assets. In addition to treasury open market opera-

tions, the central bank may further conduct asset purchases, i.e. purchases of bank loans against

reserves. The analysis addresses three sources of ineffi ciency: Given that collateral constraints

might be binding, intertemporal decisions of borrowers are distorted, leading to precautionary

savings. Since private agents do not internalize the effect of their behavior on the collateral price,

the price of pledgeable assets tends to be ineffi ciently low under binding collateral constraints.

Moreover, costly central bank money supply, i.e. a positive policy rate, induces ineffi ciently low

holdings of central bank money and deposits.

Before we derive the main novel result on asset purchases without taxes, we establish welfare-

enhancing effects of macroprudential regulation and of asset purchases for the reference case

where the availability of non-distortionary taxes aligns with the assumptions made in related

studies (see Section 2). Taxes are used to repay initial public sector liabilities and to neutralize

budgetary effects of corrective policies. Given that public sector solvency can then be ensured

6Similar to Dreze and Polemarchakis (2000), we apply reversed open market operations to overcome Hahn’s
(1965) paradox of maintaining a positive value for money in finite horizon models.

7 In Appendix F, we demonstrate that introducing interest on reserves does not alter the results of the paper.
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irrespective of central bank earnings, we assume that the central bank costlessly supplies reserves,

like under the Friedman-rule (see, e.g., Chari and Kehoe, 1999). The allocation of commodities

is then identical to an allocation under laissez faire in a corresponding non-monetary economy

composed exclusively of common elements. For this case, we show that macroprudential regula-

tion, i.e., an ex-ante Pigouvian tax on debt, can address the pecuniary externality with regard

to the collateral price and can implement a constrained effi cient allocation (defined as in Stiglitz,

1982, or Davila et al., 2012), like in Jeanne and Korinek (2010), Bianchi (2011), or Bianchi and

Mendoza (2018).

Next, we introduce ex-post central bank asset purchases in secondary markets as the primary

policy instrument of focus. Specifically, the central bank offers buying collateralized loans from

banks in states where collateral constraints bind. Given that reserves are not scarce, banks vol-

untarily sell loans to the central bank only at an above-market price.8 This tends to increase

the profitability of supplying (and selling) loans, driving down the loan rate demanded by com-

petitive banks. Lower interest rate costs raise agents’willingness to borrow and thereby their

willingness to pay for collateral. This tends to increase the price of pledgeable assets due to a

higher collateral premium, i.e. the asset price element that measures the valuation of assets to

serve as collateral, which is summarized by Bianchi and Mendoza (2018) as the "collateral effect"

on asset pricing.9 Via this mechanism, the central bank can raise the collateral price and can

address the pecuniary externality, without inducing moral hazard.10 Asset purchases can thereby

implement constrained effi cient allocations that pareto-dominate the constrained effi cient alloca-

tion under ex-ante Pigouvian debt taxes. Moreover, asset purchases can elevate collateral prices

to such an extent that the borrowing limit is never reached, leading to a competitive equilib-

rium that is characterized by the first best allocation. Yet, these price effects of asset purchases

can equivalently be induced by an ex-post Pigouvian subsidy on loan supply that is funded and

compensated by non-distortionary taxes, an optimal state-contingent credit market policy that

8The latter relates to the US Federal Reserves’Bank Term Funding Program, where purchased debt securities
are valued at par value (instead of fair market value).

9This asset price component is also known as the "collateral value" (see Fostel and Geanakoplos, 2008) or the
"collateralizability premium" (see Ai et al., 2020).
10The asset price effect of loan purchases differs from the mechanism that is responsible for ex-ante debt taxes

to increase the collateral price as well as from effects of ex-post transfers of funds to borrowers or bailouts (as, for
example, in Bianchi, 2016, or Jeanne and Korinek, 2020). In contrast to the latter, asset purchases do not affect
borrowing ex-ante and do not create moral hazard, given that they are directed at lenders rather than borrowers
(see also Bodenstein and Lorenzoni, 2018, or Jeanne and Korinek, 2020). In fact, corrective asset purchases induce
a higher valuation of borrowers’assets in adverse states, whereas moral hazard can be created if bailouts (or debt
reliefs) induce borrowers to value their wealth less (see Stavrakeva, 2020).
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corresponds to the ex-post debt subsidy in Katagiri et al. (2017) and Schabert (2023). Thus,

monetary policy interventions are so far not superior to non-monetary policy interventions.

The distinctive role of monetary policy becomes apparent when we posit the absence of

non-distortionary taxes, a premise that can be justified empirically and theoretically (see e.g.

Atkinson and Stiglitz, 1976, or Hammond, 1979). In this case, first best cannot be achieved

and a Pigouvian subsidy that is equivalent to asset purchases cannot be implemented. To ac-

centuate the argument, we assume that also other forms of taxation are unavailable, such that

corrective policies cannot be financed with fiscal revenues. Given that public sector solvency

requires revenues to be raised in an alternative way, we assume a positive policy rate, resulting

in central bank interest earnings and scarcity of reserves. Banks are then principally willing

to acquire reserves via asset purchases even when the purchase price of loans is lower than the

market price. As the main novel result, we show that welfare-enhancing asset purchases can be

implemented autonomously, without relying on tax revenues. From this perspective, asset pur-

chases are a superior instrument for financial stabilization compared to equivalent non-monetary

policies. While we focus on the ability of asset purchases to enhance effi ciency by raising the

collateral price, asset purchases can principally also alter social welfare via their impact on mon-

etary aggregates. To isolate the corrective price effects of asset purchases, effects on monetary

aggregates are neutralized via treasury open market operations.11 We then show that effi ciency

can be enhanced relative to any competitive equilibrium without asset purchases. We further

show that conducting asset purchases for financial stabilization does not necessitate the central

bank to compromise other targets or objectives. In fact, it has suffi ciently many instruments

at its disposal to implement inflation targets independently of asset purchase programs.12 The

conclusions regarding the desirability of asset purchases would thus remain valid in the presence

of nominal rigidities.13

Lastly, we examine whether asset purchases are associated with effects that limit their ef-

fectiveness, as posited in related studies (see, e.g., Jeanne and Korinek, 2020). In particular,

we consider that the central bank is characterized by an inferior ability (compared to banks)

to extract value from assets held under asset purchase programs. We refer to the fundamental

11This relates for example to the sterilization of the US Federal Reserves’"Maturity Extension Program" intro-
duced in 2011/2012, which left the overall size of the central bank balance sheet unchanged.
12For the analysis of inflation, we apply fiscal policy regimes (i.e. Ricardian and non-Ricardian) that either

guarantee zero public sector liabilities in the terminal period or not (see e.g. Nakajima and Polemarchakis, 2005).
13Neutralization of inflation effects of unconventional monetary policy has also been applied in Schabert (2015)

for the analysis of optimal monetary policy under sticky prices, in an economy devoid of financial markets frictions.
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imperfection that gives rise to the collateral constraint (i.e. limited commitment) and assume

that the central bank can only seize a smaller fraction of borrowers’collateral than banks. We

show that this property can be addressed with haircuts, which do not hinder the central bank

to exert welfare-enhancing price effects via asset purchases. Moreover, we assess if distributive

effects, which were ruled out by construction in the previous analysis, render asset purchases less

desirable. The analysis of an augmented model shows that ineffi ciencies due to distributive effects

can in fact be suitably addressed by raising the collateral price via asset purchases. Thus, neither

distributive effects nor an inferior value extraction from central bank asset holdings invalidate

the conclusions drawn above.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the related literature.

In Section 3, we present the model. Section 4 presents results on welfare-enhancing ex-ante and

ex-post policy interventions. Section 5 examines money and inflation under asset purchases. In

Section 6, we augment the model to assess the robustness of the results. Section 7 concludes.

2 Related literature

Our paper is related to the two strands in the literature on the macroeconomic effects of un-

conventional monetary policies (i.e. public sector acquisitions of non-short-term treasury debt

securities or private sector assets) and on macroprudential regulation under pecuniary external-

ities. None of these studies considers corrective price effects of asset purchases or examines the

case where taxes are not available, which is the main novel contribution of this paper.

Regarding the first strand, several studies examine effects of unconventional monetary policies

under financial market imperfections and price rigidities. Curdia and Woodford (2011) and

Gertler and Karadi (2011) show that direct central bank lending to ultimate borrowers can

be beneficial when financial intermediation via banks is costly. While ad-hoc costs of credit

origination by the central bank renders financial intermediation exclusively by the central bank

undesirable, costly central bank credit provision can be beneficial to mitigate financial crises.

Chen et al. (2012) consider segmented financial markets and find that changing the composition

of treasury debt as under US Federal Reserve large scale asset purchase programmes during

the financial crisis has moderate GDP growth and inflation effects. Del Negro et al. (2017)

examine government purchases of equity in response to an adverse shock to assets’resaleability

and show that introducing this policy has prevented a repeat of the Great Depression. Correia

et al. (2021) compare welfare effects of tax-financed credit subsidies to those of monetary policy
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instruments in a cash-in-advance model with banking and costly enforcement. They show that

credit subsidies are superior to central bank interest rate policy, which is constrained by the zero

lower bound, as well as to costly credit provision by the public sector modelled as in Gertler and

Karadi (2011). Our paper further relates to Araújo et al. (2015), who examine asset purchases

in an economy with flexible prices and collateral constraints. They show that welfare effects

are ambiguous, since purchases of assets that serve as collateral can loosen or tighten borrowing

constraints. In contrast to our paper, they assume that money and bonds are perfect substitutes

and that all central bank trades occur at market prices. None of these papers considers pecuniary

externalities via financial frictions or provides a comparison with macroprudential policies.

The second strand of the literature, to which our paper is related, focusses on a financial

amplification mechanism via effects of pecuniary externalities induced by collateral constraints

(see Lorenzoni, 2008, Jeanne and Korinek, 2010, 2019, Bianchi 2011, Benigno et al., 2016 &

2023, Schmitt-Grohe and Uribe, 2017, Bianchi and Mendoza, 2018, Davila and Korinek, 2018,

or Korinek, 2018).14 A common conclusion drawn in these studies is that the amplification of

adverse shocks and welfare losses under potentially binding collateral constraints can be miti-

gated by macroprudential policies that reduce borrowing (i.e. ex-ante debt taxes), which has

established the view that a laissez-faire equilibrium in these types of economies is characterized

by overborrowing.15 Like in these studies, we show that macroprudential regulation, i.e. an

ex-ante Pigouvian tax on debt, can enhance social welfare and can implement a constraint effi -

cient allocation. Within the same class of models, Benigno et al. (2016) show the desirability

of ex-post tax on non-tradables that raise the collateral price, and Bianchi (2016) shows that

debt reliefs lead to welfare gains, which both relate to our analysis of ex-post policies. Using

a variant of Jeanne and Korinek’s (2010) model where agents internalize collateral services of

pledgeable assets, Katagiri et al. (2017) show that an ex-post debt subsidy can implement first

best by raising the collateral price via the collateral premium such that the borrowing limit is

not binding. Schabert (2023) reaffi rms this result in two models, with one of them being Davila

and Korinek’s (2018) model, and further shows that non-state-contingent saving subsidies can

outperform ex-ante debt taxes by mitigating distributive effects of pecuniary externalities. None

of these studies considers monetary policy.

14Davila and Korinek (2018) further examine distributive effects —which we adress in Section 6 —in a compre-
hensive analysis of effects induced by pecuniary externalities based on financial frictions.
15The generality of the latter conclusion has been questioned by Benigno et al. (2013) and Schmitt-Grohe and

Uribe (2021).
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Few studies merge the two aforementioned topics and are most closely related to our paper.

Bornstein and Lorenzoni (2018) and Jeanne and Korinek (2020) analyze the relation between

ex-ante and ex-post policies. The latter are identified with monetary policy interventions. While

Jeanne and Korinek’s (2020) specification of ex-ante policies in form of a Pigouvian tax on

debt corresponds to ours, the crucial difference to our analysis is the specification of ex-post

policy. For the latter, they distinguish untargeted from targeted ex-post "liquidity provisions",

i.e. open market purchases of borrowers’assets or loans proportional to the recipient’s debt; both

being financed by real funds borrowed from lenders/depositors.16 Given that ex-post liquidity

provisions are not associated with financial constraints, they can principally implement first best.

For the analysis of the optimal mix of ex-ante and ex-post policies, Jeanne and Korinek (2020)

consider ad-hoc social costs of liquidity provisions. They show that costly ex-post policies do

not obviate ex-ante regulation, while a more generous liquidity provision allows relaxing ex-ante

regulation. This main conclusion relates to Bornstein and Lorenzoni (2018), who develop a

framework with pre-set nominal prices and aggregate demand externalities. They show that

macroprudential regulation is unnecessary when the central bank sets the real interest rate in a

state contingent way, whereas macroprudential regulation is useful when monetary policy is not

fully state contingent. They further examine asset purchases, which are associated with ad-hoc

ineffi ciency costs, and conclude that they "seem to be substitutes for ex-ante macroprudential

policy" (p. 274). Like in Jeanne and Korinek (2020), purchases of assets are financed by funds

raised from lenders via taxes and repaid to lenders. In both studies, policy therefore enforces that

funds are transferred from lender/depositors to borrowers, such that borrowing against collateral

is reduced. In contrast to our model, neither Bornstein and Lorenzoni (2018) nor Jeanne and

Korinek (2020) consider any role for money.

An essential role for money is assumed in Woodford (2016) and Chi et al. (2023), which

both disregard central bank acquisition of non-treasury debt or borrowers’ assets. Woodford

(2016) considers interest rate policy, reserve requirements, and "quantitative easing", which

is identified with an extension of the central bank balance sheet via purchases of long-term

treasuries. The focus of the analysis is whether these independent dimensions of monetary policies

increase or decrease financial stability risk. To address this question, Woodford (2016) embeds

Stein’s (2012) fire sale model in a dynamic general equilibrium model where financial crises

16They list several alternative interpretations of ex-post policy liquidity provisions, namely, open market pur-
chases, uniform lump-sum transfers, or interest rate cuts for untargeted interventions, and discount window lending,
debt relief, or recapitalizations for targeted interventions.
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are exogenously triggered. The paper shows that lowering interest rates tend to raise financial

stability risks whereas "quantitative easing policies should not increase risks to financial stability,

but rather should tend to reduce them" (p. 153). Chi et al. (2023) augment the model of Bianchi

(2011) by introducing banks which require reserves. In contrast to Woodford (2016) and related

to our approach, Chi et al. (2023) consider that households instead of banks are financially

constrained. By increasing interest on reserves when borrowing constraints bind monetary policy

incentivizes banks to expand holdings of reserves, which are financed by increased foreign debt.

With this increase in public sector revenues the government can reduce income taxes imposed on

constrained households, which —combined with a capital control policy —implements a constraint

effi cient allocation. Contrary to the policies in Woodford (2016) and Chi et al. (2023), the main

monetary policy measure considered in our paper, i.e. price-correcting asset purchases, neither

increases the central bank balance sheet nor alters interest rate on reserves.

3 The model

In this section, we present a finite-horizon model developed to serve two particular purposes. On

one hand, the model enables comparisons with research on macroprudential regulation. On the

other hand, we acknowledge that central bank money is essential for the settlement of transactions

and we explicitly specify monetary policy implementation, enabling a clear differentiation be-

tween monetary and non-monetary policies. Precisely, model central bank money supply against

eligible assets in secondary markets.17 We thereby deviate from a textbook-style money supply

specification, which is not suited for the purpose of this paper since it counterfactually predicts

asset purchases to have no price effects (see Appendix E). To embed central bank operations in a

realistic structure, we include banks in the model, though they are not relevant for allocation of

commodities. The economy further consists of households, who borrow from and deposit funds

at banks, and a government. Due to limited commitment, households can borrow only against

collateral. Deposits and bank loans are traded in nominal terms with money serving as the unit

of account. Banks further hold government bonds, which are eligible for regular open market

operations. In addition, the central bank can supply money via asset purchases, i.e., purchases

of collateralized loans in secondary markets.

The analysis starts with the reference case where the availability of non-distortionary taxes

17The specification of central bank operations closely relates to Schabert (2015), who analyses optimal monetary
policy under frictionless financial markets under sticky prices.
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aligns with the assumptions made in related studies (see Section 2). Precisely, we consider lump-

sum taxes/transfers. Given that income is exogenously determined in our model, an income

tax would also be non-distortionary. As we assume exogeneity of income solely for simplicity,

we disregard income taxes, which typically induce distortions when income is endogenous. We

subsequently examine the primary case of interest where taxes are unavailable. For the effi ciency

analysis in Section 4, we will restrict attention to a three-period version of the model with quasi-

linear utility, facilitating comparisons with related studies (see Bornstein and Lorenzoni, 2018,

and Jeanne and Korinek, 2020). Before, the model is specified in a more general way in order to

establish that main equilibrium properties, i.e. (ir-)relevance of monetary policy and equilibrium

separability, also hold for a less restricted time horizon and for non-linear utility; the latter being

applied in Section 6.

3.1 Households

Agents/households i live from period t = 0 to t = T . There exist two types of agents i ∈ (b, l).

For both types, there is a continuum of agents of mass one. In each period, agents receive a

stochastic income, i.e. a stochastic endowment of non-durable goods yi,t. We restrict agents’

initial wealth and endowments to ensure that one type of agents always acts as a borrower (b)

and one as a lender (l). Utility of all agents increases with consumption ci,t of a non-durable

good. We further assume that utility can increase with the housing stock hi,t and holdings of

deposits di,t (in real terms), as a short-cut for modelling transaction services of deposits. The

instantaneous utility function ui,t,

ui,t = u(ci,t, di,t,hi,t), for t ∈ [t, T − 1] and ui,T = u(ci,T , hi,T ), (1)

is assumed to be separable and concave in all arguments. Following conventional textbook

specifications of money-in-the-utility function (see e.g. Woodford, 2003), there exists a satiation

level in real deposits at a finite positive value d > 0, such that ud(d) = 0 and ud(di,t) > 0 if

di,t < d. Corresponding to studies on fire sales, borrowers are assumed to have a superior use

for pledgeable assets. Here, housing is serves as collateral and we assume that housing provides

utility only to borrowers, i.e. ul,t = u(cl,t, dl,t) for t ∈ [t, T − 1] and ul,T = u(cl,T ), while they do

not to hold other assets, i.e. ub,t = u(cb,t, hb,t).

Income yi realizes at the beginning of each period and depend on the state s. From t = 0 to

t = T − 1, agents of type b draw relatively low realizations of income and borrow from banks,

whereas agents of type l draw higher income realizations and deposit funds at banks. Income
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of agents b in t = T is suffi ciently high to repay debt. We assume that loans and deposits are

contracted in nominal terms. The interest rate on bank loans Lb,t is RLt and on deposits is R
D
t .

The budget constraint of type-b-agents is given by

Ptyb,t ≥ −Lb,t +RLt−1Lb,t−1 + Ptcb,t + Ptqt (hb,t − hb,t−1) + Ptτ b,t, (2)

where τ i,t denotes type-specific lump-sum transfers/taxes, Pt the price of non-durables, and qt

the real price of housing. The budget constraint of agents of type l, who will never borrow from

banks and will not hold housing, is given by

Ptyl,t ≥ Dl,t −RDt−1Dl,t−1 + Ptcl,t − Ptωl,t + Ptτ l,t, (3)

where Dl,t = Ptdl,t denotes deposits and ωl,t profits of banks, owned by type-l-agents.

A central element is a financial constraint, which can be microfounded by limited commitment

and the possibility of debt renegotiation as follows: We assume that borrowers can threaten to

repudiate the debt contract and that lenders protect themselves by collateralizing borrowers’

housing. Following a repudiation, lenders can seize a fraction z of borrowers’housing and can

sell it at the current price Ptqt in the housing market. We consider the case where borrowers

have all the bargaining power and are able to negotiate the loan down to the liquidation value of

their housing (see Hart and Moore, 1994). Lenders take this possibility into account, such that

debt repayment does not exceed the value of the seizable collateral. Hence, debt Lb,t > 0 of a

borrower b with housing hb is constrained by

Lb,t ≤ zPtqthb,t, (4)

where the fraction z ∈ (0, 1) relies on enforcement and measures lenders’ability to extract value

from assets (see Section 6). Maximizing lifetime utility E
∑T

t=0 β
tui,t, where E denotes the

expectation operator, subject to the budget constraint (2) and the collateral constraint (4), leads

to the following optimality conditions for borrowers for t = 0 to t = T − 1

u′ (cb,t) qt = u′ (hb,t) + βEtu
′ (cb,t+1) qt+1 + {ζb,tzqt}, (5)

u′ (cb,t) = βRLt Etu
′ (cb,t+1)π

−1
t+1 + ζb,t, (6)

as well as u′ (cb,T ) qT = u′ (hb,T ) and lb,T = Lb,T /PT = 0, where πt+1 = Pt+1/Pt denotes the

inflation rate and ζb,t ≥ 0 denotes the multiplier on the collateral constraint (4). The term in

the curly brackets in (5) summarizes the collateral premium of the asset, i.e. the valuation of the
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asset to serve as collateral (see, e.g., Bianchi and Mendoza, 2018).18 The first order conditions

of lenders, who are restricted by the budget constraint (3), are λl,t = u′ (cl,t),

u′ (cl,t) = u′ (dl,t) + βRDt Etu
′ (cl,t+1)π

−1
t+1 (7)

for t = 0 to t = T − 1, and dl,T = 0, where λl,t denotes the multiplier on (3).

3.2 Banks

There is a continuum of perfectly competitive banks j ∈ [0, 1], which are equally endowed and

will behave in an identical way. They receive deposits Dj,t from type-l-agents and supply loans

Lj,t to type-b-agents. They hold short-term government bonds (i.e., treasury bills) Bj,t, which

are issued at the period-t-price 1/Rt. Banks further hold central bank money in form of reserves

Mj,t because of their unique ability to settle deposit transactions. Reserves are supplied via

open market transactions, which are carried out as outright transactions or as temporary sales

or purchases (repos). Both types of open market transactions are introduced to account for

real-world practice. For both, treasury bills serve as eligible assets and the price of reserves in

treasury open market operations (the repo rate) is Rmt , which serves as the main policy rate.

Specifically, reserves supplied to bank j in treasury open market operations IBj,t satisfy

IBj,t ≤ κ̃Bt Bj,t−1/Rmt . (8)

For simplicity, we abstract from modelling auctions and introduce κ̃Bt ∈ [0, 1] as a share of ran-

domly selected treasuries that are accepted as eligible assets. Alternatively, κ̃Bt can be interpreted

as the allotment rate, where κ̃Bt = 1 implies full allotment. In addition to these regular open

market operations, we consider the possibility that the central bank temporarily purchases loans

from banks, which we summarize as asset purchases. Specifically, the central bank announces to

offer reserves under repos in exchange for a share κ̃Lt ∈ [0, 1] of bank loans that are randomly

selected to avoid differential treatment. The purchase price offered by the central bank equals

1/RAt :

ILj,t ≤ κ̃Lt Lj,t/RAt . (9)

Notably, the purchase price 1/RAt might differ from the central bank price of bonds 1/Rmt and

from the market price of loans (= 1), and can be higher or lower than the latter. We assume

18Notably, the collateral premium would be absent if the borrowing limit were solely a function of aggregate
variables, as for example specified in Jeanne and Korinek (2020). We will examine consequences of the latter type
of borrowing constraints for policy effects in the subsequent analysis.
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that central bank money is required for the settlement of deposit transactions, which are not

explicitly modelled. We assume that settlement requires banks to hold central bank money equal

to a fixed fraction µ̃ ∈ (0, 1) of deposits

µ̃Dj,t ≤ IBj,t + ILj,t +Mj,t−1. (10)

Given that bank j transferred T-bills to the central bank under outright sales and that it re-

purchases a fraction of T-bills, BR
j,t = Rmt M

R
j,t, from the central bank, bank j’s money holdings

equal Mj,t−1 − Rmt MR
j,t + IBj,t + ILj,t. Banks can further trade reserves among each other at the

end of each period, after repos are settled. Thus, bank j’s profits Ptωj,t are given by

Ptωj,t =Dj,t −RDt−1Dj,t−1 − Lj,t +RLt−1Lj,t−1 −Bj,t/Rt +Bj,t−1 −Mj,t +Mj,t−1 (11)

−IBj,t(Rmt − 1)− ILj,t(RAt − 1),

where the second line of (11) gives the costs of reserves acquisition. Notably, the last term tends

to raise profits if the purchase price of loans, 1/RAt , exceeds the market price, 1. The aggregate

stock of reserves only changes via money supply operations (8) and (9), while demand deposits

can be created subject to (10). We abstract from interest payments on reserves (RRt ) to avoid

complicating the notation even further. In fact, the effi ciency results/conditions that refer to the

rates Rmt and RAt would then apply to their differences to R
R
t (see Appendix F).

We assume that bankers maximize profits, Et
∑T

k=0 pt,t+kωj,t+k, where pt,t+k denotes the

shareholders’ stochastic discount factor pt,t+k = βkλj,t+k/λj,t, subject to (8)-(11). The first

order conditions with respect to loans, deposits, reserves from treasury open market operations

and from asset purchases, holdings of treasury securities and of money for t = 0 to t = T − 1 are

λj,t = βEtR
L
t λj,t+1π

−1
t+1 + κLj,tκ̃

L
t /R

A
t , (12)

λj,t = βEt
(
RDt λj,t+1

)
π−1t+1 + µj,tµ̃, (13)

µj,t = κBj,t + λj,t(R
m
t − 1), (14)

κLj,t = µj,t − λj,t(RAt − 1), (15)

λj,t/Rt = βEtλj,t+1π
−1
t+1 + βEtκ

B
j,t+1κ̃

B
t+1π

−1
t+1/R

m
t+1, (16)

λj,t = βEtπ
−1
t+1

(
λj,t+1 + µj,t+1

)
, (17)

where κBj,t ≥ 0, κLj,t ≥ 0 and µj,t ≥ 0 denote the multipliers on (8), (9), and (10), respectively. The

first order condition (12) shows that asset purchases tend to reduce the loan rate if the money
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supply constraint (9) is binding, κLj,t > 0, which either requires reserves to be scarce (µj,t > 0) or

an above-market-price for loan purchases, 1/RAt > 1 (see 15). The conditions (14) and (16) show

that the bond rate is analogously affected by a binding money supply constraint for treasury

operations, κBj,t > 0. Moreover, the first order conditions (14), (16), and (17) relate the treasury

rate to the expected monetary policy rate. Under full allotment κ̃Bt = 1, they imply

βEtπ
−1
t+1

(
λj,t+1 + µj,t+1

)
= βEtπ

−1
t+1[(µj,t+1 + λj,t+1) ·Rt/Rmt+1], (18)

and thus Rt = Rmt+1 for a non-state-contingent monetary policy rate. Given that banks are

perfectly competitive, bank profits (11) will be equal to zero in equilibrium.

In the terminal period T , banks will neither supply loans Lj,T = 0 nor create new deposits

Dj,T = 0. Likewise, their money and bond holdings will equal zero at the end of period T : Mj,T =

Bj,T = 0. Accordingly, there will be no asset purchases in period T , ILT,t = 0, and treasury open

market operations are conducted as outright sales of bonds held by the central bank against

reserves, IBj,T = −Mj,T−1. This relates to Dreze and Polemarchakis’s (2000) specification and

overcomes Hahn’s (1965) paradox of maintaining a positive value for money under a finite horizon.

3.3 Public sector

The treasury issues bills Bg
t , i.e. one-period bonds, at the price 1/Rt and receives remittances

τmt from the central bank. For the first part of the analysis, we assume that the treasury has

type-specific lump-sum taxes/transfers Ptτ i,t at its disposal. This assumption is dropped in the

subsequent part of the analysis, where we assess policy options when lump-sum taxes/transfers

are not available. The treasury’s budget constraint reads

(Bg
t /Rt) + Ptτ b,t + Ptτ l,t + Ptτ

m
t = Bg

t−1. (19)

Notably, lump-sum taxes/transfers τ i,t will serve two purposes: Firstly, they are a source of

revenues to repay initial public sector liabilities. Secondly, they might finance and compensate

policy interventions that will be introduced below. For the analysis of inflation in Section 5, we

characterize tax regimes in a more specific way and refer to Ricardian and non-Ricardian regimes

(see e.g. Benhabib et al., 2001).

The central bank supplies money in open market operations either outright or temporarily

via repos against treasuries, Mt and MR
t , where I

B
t = Mt −Mt−1 +MR

t . The central bank can

further increase the supply of money by purchasing loans from banks, ILt . For simplicity, we only

13



consider temporary purchases of loans, i.e. the central bank supplies money under repos against

loans. At the beginning of each period, its holdings of treasuries and the stock of outstanding

money are given by Bc
t−1 and Mt−1. It then receives money in exchange for treasuries and,

eventually, for loans. Before the asset market opens, where the central bank rolls over maturing

assets, repos in terms of treasuries and loans are settled. Its budget constraint therefore reads

(Bc
t /Rt) − Bc

t−1 + Ptτ
m
t = Mt −Mt−1 + (Rmt − 1) IBt +

(
RAt − 1

)
ILt . Remittances Ptτ

m
t to the

treasury consist of interest earnings from money supply as well as from asset holdings,

Ptτ
m
t = (Rmt − 1) (Mt −Mt−1) + (Rmt − 1)MR

t +
(
RAt − 1

)
ILt + (1− 1/Rt)B

c
t . (20)

Substituting out remittances in the central bank budget constraint shows that central bank asset

holdings evolve according to Bc
t − Bc

t−1 = Mt − Mt−1. Further assuming that initial values

satisfy Bc
−1 = M−1, implies for the central bank balance sheet Bc

t = Mt. The central bank has

five instruments at its disposal: As the main (conventional) policy instruments, it sets the policy

rate Rmt and can decide how much money to supply against treasuries, κ̃Bt ∈ (0, 1]. In addition,

it can offer money at the price 1/RAt in exchange for a fraction κ̃
L
t ∈ [0, 1] of bank loans. With

these four instruments the central bank can influence market prices, e.g. 1/Rt or 1/RLt (see 12

and 16), and monetary aggregates, e.g. Mt or Dt (see 8, 9 and 10). Notably, the availability of

the two instruments κ̃Lt and κ̃
B
t enables the central bank to neutralize the impact on monetary

aggregates of one type of money supply (see Section 5). Finally, the central bank can choose how

much money to supply outright or temporarily via repos in exchange for treasuries, by controlling

the ratio of treasury repos to outright purchases Ωt ≥ 0 : MR
t = ΩtMt. While the central bank

can principally adjust its earnings via this instrument, its it not required for the derivation of

the main results in the subsequent sections.

3.4 Equilibrium

Before we identify welfare-enhancing policies in an analytical way, for which we apply some

simplifying assumptions, we summarize some main properties of the model. Throughout, we

assume that initial wealth and stochastic income are identical for all agents of one type (b or l),

and ensure that agents never switch roles. Initial endowment and income of lenders suffi ce to

meet borrowers’demand for external funds, while period T income of borrowers suffi ces to repay

debt. In equilibrium, agents’optimal plans are satisfied and prices adjust such that all markets

clear:
∫
lj,tdj =

∫
lb,tdb,

∫
dj,tdj =

∫
dl,tdl, h =

∫
hb,tdb,

∫
yb,tdb +

∫
yl,tdl =

∫
cb,tdb +

∫
cl,tdl,

mt =
∫
mj,tdj, mR

t =
∫

(iBj,t −mj,t + mj,t−1π
−1
t )dj, bt =

∫
bj,tdj, and b

g
t = bct + bt, where mH

i,t =
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MH
i,t/Pt, m

R
t = MR

t /Pt, bi,t = Bi,t/Pt, bt = Bt/Pt, bct = Bc
t /Pt, and b

T
t = BT

t /Pt. Given that

lenders are shareholders of banks, λj,t = λl,t holds. Consolidating the budget constraints of the

central bank and of the treasury, gives

(bt/Rt) + τ b,t + τ l,t +Rmt
(
mt −mt−1π

−1
t

)
+ (Rmt − 1) Ωtmt +

(
RAt − 1

)
iLt = bt−1π

−1
t , (21)

where we used bgt = bct + bt. Together with the central bank balance sheet Bc
t = Mt, the latter

implies bgt − bt = mt. Iterating (21) forward and applying the terminal conditions mT = bT = 0,

gives19

(b−1 +Rm0 m−1) /π0 −
T∑
t=0

(
t∏

k=1

πk
Rk−1

)
(τ l,t + τ b,t) (22)

=

T−1∑
t=0

(
t∏

k=1

πk
Rk−1

){[
Rmt −Rmt+1/Rt

]
mt + [(Rmt − 1) Ωtmt] +

(
RAt − 1

)
iLt
}
.

The intertemporal budget constraint (22) shows that initial liabilities have to be repaid by tax

revenues and central bank interest earnings. The latter are summarized by the terms in the curly

brackets on the RHS of (22). The first term in square brackets depends on the price of money

in terms of bonds charged by the central bank. The costs of money supplied outright in t equals

Rmt , whereas money holdings reduce costs in t + 1 by Rmt+1. The value of the latter discounted

with the bond rate, Rmt+1/Rt, tends to be equal or smaller than one. Under full allotment κ̃
B
t = 1

and a non-state-dependent policy rate, the bond price Rt equals tomorrows policy rate Rmt+1 (see

18). For smaller values of κ̃Bt , the bond rate tends to be larger (see 16). Thus, the first term in

square brackets tends to be positive for Rmt > 1. The second term in square brackets measures

interest earnings from repos, which are strictly positive for Rmt > 1. Thus, (22) can be satisfied

for Rmt > 1, even when taxes are not available, τ i,t = 0. The last term on the RHS of (22)

measures earnings/costs of asset purchases.

Using (21), bank j′s profits (11) can be written as Ptωj,t = Dj,t − RDt−1Dj,t−1 − Lj,t +

RLt−1Lj,t−1 + Ptτ b,t + Ptτ l,t. Substituting out profits with the latter, the budget constraint of a

representative depositor (3), who acts as the ultimate lender, implies

yl,t = lb,t −RLt−1π−1t lb,t−1 + cl,t − τ b,t. (23)

We can then define a competitive equilibrium for two types of agents as follows, where we neglect

19A more conventional version of the intertemporal budget constraint of the public sector emerges for Rmt =
RAt = 1, which corresponds to textbook-style monetary models (see (93) in Appendix E).
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the reference to individual banks (j), for convenience.

Definition 1 A competitive equilibrium of the economy with two types of agents consists of a
set of sequences {cb,t, cl,t, hb,t, qt, ζb,t, µt, κLt , lb,t, dl,t, πt, κBt , Rt, RLt , RDt ,mt, bt, i

B
t , i

L
t }T−1t=0 and

{cb,T , cl,T , qT , πT } satisfying yl,t+yb,t = cb,t+cl,t, (21), and (23) for t ∈ {0, T}, hb,t = h, (5)-(7),

lb,t≤ zqthb,t, if ζb,t = 0, or lb,t = zqthb,t, if ζb,t > 0, (24)

u′ (cl,t) = βRLt Etu
′ (cl,t+1)π

−1
t+1 + κLt κ̃

L
t /R

A
t , (25)

u′ (cl,t) = βRDt Etu
′ (cl,t+1)π

−1
t+1 + µ̃µt, (26)

κLt = µt − u′ (cl,t) (RAt − 1) ≥ 0, (27)

κBt = µt − u′ (cl,t) (Rmt − 1) ≥ 0, (28)

u′ (cl,t) /Rt = βEtu
′ (cl,t+1)π

−1
t+1 + βEtκ

B
t+1κ̃

B
t+1π

−1
t+1/R

m
t+1, (29)

u′ (cl,t) = βEtπ
−1
t+1(u

′ (cl,t+1) + µt+1), (30)

iBt ≤ κ̃Bt bt−1π−1t /Rmt if κBt = 0, or iBt = κ̃Bt bt−1π
−1
t /Rmt if κBt > 0, (31)

iLt ≤ κ̃Lt lb,t/RAt if κLt = 0, or iLt = κ̃Lt lb,t/R
A
t if κ

L
t > 0, (32)

µ̃dt≤ iBt + iLt +mt−1π
−1
t if µt = 0, or µ̃dt = iBt + iLt +mt−1π

−1
t if µt > 0, (33)

iBt =mt −mt−1π
−1
t + Ωtmt, (34)

for t ∈ {0, T − 1}, where µT = κBT = 0, u′ (cb,T ) qT = u′ (h), and (22), given {yl,t, yb,t}Tt=0,
monetary policy {Rmt }Tt=0 and {κ̃Bt , κ̃Lt , RAt ,Ωt}T−1t=0 , fiscal policy {τ l,t, τ b,t}Tt=0, and initial values
RL−1 > 0, lb,−1 ≥ 0, b−1 > 0, and m−1 > 0.

As indicated by Definition 1, the competitive equilibrium including initial inflation π0 can be

fully determined under suited policies. According to (34), reversed open market operations are

conducted in the terminal period T , where mT = 0. Further details are given in Section 5.

Combining the lenders’optimality condition for deposits (7) with the one of banks (26), shows

that the multiplier µt on the banks’liquidity constraint (10) satisfies

u′ (dl,t) = µtµ̃. (35)

Thus, lenders are satiated with deposits, dl,t = d, when the multiplier on the banks’ liquidity

constraint (10) equals zero, µt = 0. If the central bank sets Rmt = 1, the exchange of treasuries

against money in open market operations is costless. Banks are then not unwilling to hold more

central bank money than required by (10) and are thus indifferent with regard to the size of open

market transactions. If money is further supplied under full allotment in treasury open market

operations, κ̃Bt = 1, and no asset purchases are offered by the central bank, κ̃Lt = 0, the liquidity

constraint (10) and the money supply constraint (8) are slack, µt = κBt = 0, deposit demand is

satiated, and all interest rates equal zero.
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Corollary 1 If Rmt = 1, κ̃Bt = 1, and κ̃Lt = 0, the liquidity constraint (10) and the money supply
constraint (8) are slack, while deposit demand is satiated dl,t = d and all interest rates are equal
to zero Rt = RLt = RDt = 1.

Proof. See Appendix.

Under the case considered in Corollary 1, monetary policy is irrelevant for the allocation of

commodities, which is identical to the allocation of a corresponding non-monetary economy. For

comparability with related studies, we refer to this case as a laissez faire equilibrium.

Definition 2 A laissez faire equilibrium is a competitive equilibrium under Rmt = κ̃Bt = 1 and
κ̃Lt = 0.

Now consider that the central bank offers purchases of loans, κ̃Lt > 0. Given that reserves are

not scarce under Rm = 1, banks would be indifferent between selling loans or not if the central

bank offers the market price of loans after issuance 1/RAt = 1. If however the central bank offers

loan purchases at an above-market-price 1/RAt > 1, banks are willing to sell as much loans as

possible and the multiplier κLt on (9) is strictly positive κ
L
t = u′ (cl,t) (1 − RAt ) > 0 for µt = 0

(see 27). Potential profits from asset sales are then driven down to zero by reductions of the loan

rate RLt , which takes a value below one (see 25). Thus, asset purchases can be non-neutral even

when central bank money is not scarce, µt = 0.

A particularly useful case, on which we will focus below, is a utility function with constant

marginal utility of deposits. In this case, we can exploit the possibility to separate two subsets

of equilibrium objects. The competitive equilibrium can be redefined such that the allocation of

commodities is independent of conventional monetary policy, specifically, of the policy rate Rmt .

In contrast, the asset purchases instruments RAt and κ̃
L
t can affect the allocation of commodities

via their impact on the loan rate.

Corollary 2 For ∂u′ (dl,t) /∂dl,t = 0, a competitive equilibrium is a set of sequences {cb,t, cl,t,
qt, hb,t, ζb,t, µt, κ

L
t , lb,t, r

L
t+1 = RLt π

−1
t+1, r

D
t+1 = RDt π

−1
t+1}

T−1
t=0 and {cb,T , cl,T , qT } satisfying yl,t +

yb,t = cb,t + cl,t and (23) for t ∈ {0, T}, h = hb,t, (5)-(7), (24)-(27) for t ∈ {0, T − 1}, and
u′ (cb,T ) qT = u′ (h), given {RAt , κ̃Lt }T−1t=0 , {τ b,t}Tt=0, and initial values π0 > 0, RL−1 > 0 and
lb,−1 ≥ 0.

Proof. See Appendix.

For a constant marginal utility of deposits, which includes the case of satiated deposit demand

u′ (dl,t) = 0, the competitive equilibrium can thus be summarized in a way that is equivalent

to a non-monetary version of the economy, except of the possibility of loan purchases by the

central bank. Specifically, equilibrium objects summarized in Corollary 2 are independent of the
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policy rate Rmt , the bond rate Rt, deposits dt, bonds bt, and money mt, i
B
j,t, and i

L
j,t. Notably,

determination of the real loan rate in period 0, RL−1π
−1
0 , is based on an initial nominal loan rate

RL−1 and the initial inflation rate π0, which is taken as given in Corollary 2. As summarized

in the following corollary, initial inflation, the subsequent inflation rates and other equilibrium

objects related to monetary policy, e.g. monetary aggregates and the bond rate, are functions of

the remaining monetary instruments κ̃Bt , Ωt, and Rmt . Given that the latter instruments do not

affect the allocation of consumption, housing, and loans (see Corollary 2), they can freely be set,

for example, in accordance with (other) policy objectives. In Section 5, we show how inflation

rates are determined.

Corollary 3 Suppose that ∂u′ (dl,t) /∂dl,t = 0. For given equilibrium sequences{lb,t, µt}T−1t=0 ,
{cl,t}Tt=0 , and {κ̃Lt , RAt }T−1t=0 and {τ b,t}Tt=0, the set of sequences {dt, πt, Rt, κBt , mt, bt, i

B
t , i

L
t }T−1t=0

and πT can be determined by (21), (28)-(34) for t ∈ {0, T − 1}, (22), and policies {κ̃Bt , Ωt,
Rmt }T−1t=0 and R

m
T , and {τ l,t}Tt=0.

Proof. See Appendix.

Notably, the separation of monetary aggregates will be particularly helpful for the analysis of

the case where lump-sum taxes/transfers are not available and the policy rate exceeds zero,

Rmt > 1. In this case, deposit demand will not be satiated, such that social welfare depends

on the prevailing level of deposits held by lenders. Below we will establish that asset purchases

can alter the loan rate (see 12). Yet, they can also change the supply of money (see 9). We

will show that the former price effect is crucial for the welfare-enhancing role of asset purchases,

whereas the latter, i.e. the money supply effect of asset purchases, might affect deposits and can

potentially matter for non-financial targets of the central bank. Corollary 3 implies that monetary

aggregates, including deposits, are further affected by other monetary policy instruments. Below

we will show that adjustments in treasury money supply operations can be used to neutralize

the money supply effects of asset purchases with regard to the allocation of commodities (see

Section 4.5), and to implement inflation targets independently of asset purchases (see Section 5).

4 Effi ciency analysis

In this section, we present results on welfare-enhancing policies. To facilitate the derivation

of analytical results and comparisons with related studies, we restrict our attention to three

periods and impose some common simplifying assumptions on preferences and endowments (see

e.g. Davila and Korinek, 2018), which will hold throughout the analysis unless stated otherwise.

We start the effi ciency analysis by summarizing some main properties of the first best allocation
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and the laissez faire equilibrium. We continue by considering a well-established macroprudential

policy, namely an ex-ante Pigouvian tax on debt, and show that it can address the pecuniary

externality and can implement a constrained effi cient allocation. As the main policy instrument

of interest, we then examine effects of central bank loan purchases. For the idealized case

where lump-sum taxes/transfers are available, we show that asset purchases are equivalent to

a Pigouvian loan subsidy. They can implement a constrained effi cient allocation that pareto-

dominates the allocation under ex-ante Pigouvian debt taxes and even the first best allocation.

We then turn to the primary case of interest where taxes and therefore equivalent Pigouvian

policies are not available. As the main novel result of the paper, we then show that introducing

asset purchases can enhance effi ciency compared to any competitive equilibrium without asset

purchases irrespective of the availability of taxes.

4.1 Simplifying assumptions

For the remainder of the analysis, we focus on the common specification with T = 2, implying

three periods, t = 0, 1, and 2. The two types of agents are endowed with different initial

debt/wealth levels. There is no uncertainty in the periods 0 and 2. Initial endowment with

wealth/debt and income (in terms of non-durables) is assumed to ensure that agents b borrow

0 < lb,0 < zq0hb,0 in an unconstrained way in period 0 and that debt can be repaid. In period

1, income is random. We consider two equally likely states s ∈ (c, u). Income can either take

the values yb,1(u) and yl,1(u) such that borrowing in period 1 is unconstrained, or the values

yb,1(c) and yl,1(c) such that yb,1(c) < yl,1(c) and borrowing is constrained. Aggregate income

satisfies yb,0 + yl,0 = yb,2 + yl,2 = y, where y = 2 and yb,0 ≤ yl,0, and might be risky in t = 1,

yb,1(u) + yl,1(u) = y1(u) ≥ yb,1(c) + yl,1(c) = y1(c) where y1(u) + y1(c) = y. We introduce type-

and time-specific utility functions, and assume that borrowers do not face net taxes/transfers.

Assumption 1 Agents live for three periods and have preferences satisfying

ub,t = log(cb,t) + log(hb,t), for t ∈ (0, 1), and ub,2 = cb,2 + log(hb,2),

ul,t = cl,t + f(dl,t), for t ∈ (0, 1), and ul,2 = cl,2,

with fd(d) = 0 and fd(dl,t) > 0 if dl,t < d. There are no net taxes/transfers on/to borrowers.

Assumption 2 Initial net wealth of borrowers nb,0 = yb,0 − RL−1π−10 lb,−1 ensures that lb,0 ≥ 0

and that the borrowing constraint is slack in period 1, ζb,0 = 0. Borrowers’income in state

c in period 1 is small enough that the borrowing constraint is binding under laissez faire.
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The assumptions of a three-period time horizon and quasi-linear utility follow common practice

in related studies on macroprudential regulation (see Lorenzoni, 2008, Bornstein and Lorenzoni,

2018, Davila and Korinek, 2018, or Jeanne and Korinek, 2010, 2020). Linearity induces irrele-

vance of the allocation of non-durable goods in the final period, such that a redistributive motive

of a social planer cannot be rationalized. Linear utility of lenders further implies that the real

loan rate rLt in a laissez faire equilibrium satisfies

E0r
L
1 = rL2 = 1/β, with rLt = RLt−1π

−1
t , (36)

while it can be lowered via asset purchases (see 25). Under linear utility in period 2, there are

no distributive effects with regard to debt/savings. For the analysis of distributive effects under

asset purchases in Section 6.2, we therefore apply non-linear utility functions. It should further

be noted that we will consider lump-sum transfers/taxes on/to borrowers only as compensations

for distortionary taxes that are introduced to correct prices under Pigouvian policies, such that

borrowers do not face net taxes or transfers (see Assumption 1).

4.2 First best and laissez faire

In this section, we describe the first best allocation and the laissez faire allocation under As-

sumptions 1 and 2. Given that borrowers’and lenders’utility are linear in the terminal period

(see Assumption 1), any allocation of available resources between both types of agents in period

2 is first best. This implies that there is no justification for assigning different welfare weights to

borrowers and lenders. Without loss of generality, agents’welfare weights can therefore be set

equal to one,20 such that social welfare is given by

W = E
2∑
t=0

βt (ub,t + ul,t) . (37)

A social planer who aims at maximizing (37) subject to the resource constraint, yl,t + yb,t =

cb,t + cl,t, will choose consumptions levels of agents such that the marginal utilities of agents are

identical and deposits are held at the satiation level. Like in Jeanne and Korinek (2020), the

first best allocation is identical to the allocation of an unconstrained laissez faire equilibrium,

i.e. a laissez faire equilibrium where the collateral constraint never binds. This allocation and

the associated asset price q1 will serve as a reference case in the subsequent analysis.

20A social welfare function W = E
∑2
t=0 β

t (φbub,t + φlul,t) with welfare weights φi for i ∈ {b, l} would imply
the optimal allocation to satisfy E

u′(cl,t)
u′(cb,t)

= φb
φl
∀t ∈ [0, 2] and thus φb = φl, since u

′ (ci,2) = 1.
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Proposition 1 Under Assumption 1, the first best allocation satisfies dl,0 = dl,1 = d, and

cfbi,0 = cfbi,1(s) = 1, (38)

for i ∈ {b, l} and s ∈ {u, c}. This allocation is implemented in an unconstrained laissez faire
equilibrium, where the associated asset price qfb1 satisfies qfb1 = h−1 (1 + β) in all states s.

Proof. See Appendix.

While a laissez faire equilibrium without borrowing constraints leads to the first best allocation, a

laissez faire allocation under constrained borrowing (see Assumption 2) is ineffi cient. Specifically,

borrowers’consumption in t = 0 is lower than under first best due a potentially binding borrowing

constraint, leading to precautionary saving. When the borrowing constraint binds in t = 1,

consumption in t = 1 is also lower than under first best as well as the housing price q1.

Proposition 2 Under Assumptions 1 and 2, a laissez faire allocation satisfies

clfb,0 < 1, clfb,1(u) = 1, clfb,1(c) < 1,

and the asset price

qlf1 (c) =
(1 + β)h−1

(1− z)(1/cb,1(c)) + z
, (39)

where qlf1 (u) = qfb1 and qlf1 (c) = q1(c
lf
b,1(c)) < qfb1 .

Proof. See Appendix.

The collateral (housing) price q1 relates to borrowers’consumption cb,1 under a binding borrow-

ing constraint (see 39), which is not internalized by individual agents. Effi ciency can then be

enhanced under higher consumption cb,1 and a higher collateral price level; the latter enabling

agents to increase borrowing. This effect of the pecuniary externality can be addressed by a

social planer with corrective policies, which will be subsequently examined. Throughout the

remainder of the analysis, Assumptions 1 and 2 hold unless stated otherwise.

4.3 Macroprudential regulation and constrained effi ciency

As a well-established policy intervention under collateral constraints (see Jeanne and Korinek,

2010, or Bianchi, 2011), we examine a Pigouvian tax on debt τdb,t that is imposed before the

borrowing constraint might be binding, a policy that is summarized as macroprudential regulation

(see Bianchi and Mendoza, 2018).21 To avoid non-corrective effects of this tax, type-specific

tax revenues are rebated in a type-specific and lump-sum way τ b,0 = −τdb,0lb,0. Then, the set

21Subsequently, we will argue that margin requirements can serve as an alternative instrument.
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of equilibrium conditions is exclusively affected by the corrective debt tax via the borrowing

condition

(1− τdb,0)c−1b,0 = βE0(r
L
1 c
−1
b,1), (40)

which replaces the corresponding optimality condition of borrowers under laissez faire, i.e. c−1b,0 =

βE0(r
L
1 c
−1
b,1). Notably, the equilibrium relation between the asset price q1 and borrowers’con-

sumption cb,1 under laissez faire (39) is unaffected by the debt tax. It can be shown that an

ex-ante tax on debt, τ b,0 > 0, can enhance welfare by addressing the pecuniary externality via

a reduction of debt lb,0 that allows raising cb,1 and thereby q1 (see 39). This intervention can

thereby implement a constrained effi cient allocation as defined in Stiglitz (1982) or Davila et al.

(2012), confirming findings in studies on macroprudential regulation.22

Proposition 3 Consider a laissez faire equilibrium. A constrained effi cient allocation can be
implemented by introducing an ex-ante Pigouvian tax on debt satisfying

τdb,0 = cb,0βzhE0
[
µpr1 r

L
1 (∂q1/∂cb,1)

]
≥ 0, (41)

where µpr1 ≥ 0 denotes the multiplier on the borrowing constraint of the policy problem.

Proof. See Appendix.

Like in Bianchi (2011), the constraint effi cient allocation under ex-ante Pigouvian debt taxes

can equivalently be implemented via margin requirements. Following Bianchi’s (2011) notation,

margin requirements can be specified in our model by choosing a value θt ∈ [0, 1) such that

the collateral constraint changes from (4) to lb,t ≤ (1 − θt) · zqthb,t, which effectively leads to a

contingent loan-to-value ratio z̃t = (1 − θt)z ≤ z. Apparently, an ex-ante margin requirement

can only be effective if it leads to a binding collateral constraint in period 1. When a margin

requirement is introduced such that the collateral constraint binds, it does not only reduce the

debt level, but it also exerts an adverse effect on the collateral price. To see this, recall that

borrowers take into account that their own housing serves as collateral. A reduction in the de-

facto collaterizable fraction of housing from z to z̃t tends to reduce the collateral premium of

housing (see 5). Accordingly, the collateral price is altered by the effective loan-to-value ratio z̃0

when the borrowing constraint binds in period 0, q0(cb,0, cb,1, z̃0).23 To implement the beginning-

22For the limiting case where the full market value of housing serves as collateral, i.e. z → 1, the asset price
q1 would be equal to q

fb
1 even in state s = c, i.e. q1(c) = (1 + β)h−1 (see 39), and would be independent of

consumption cb,1. Then, the laissez faire equilibrium would be constrained effi cient. Yet, this property does not
in general imply that other policies, specifically, ex-post policies, cannot enhance welfare even further.
23Notably, this effect of margin requirements is absent in Bianchi (2011), where the borrowing limit is taken as

given by borrowers (since collateral solely consists of aggregate values) and no collateral premium exists.
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of-period debt level in period 1 of the constrained effi cient allocation under an ex-ante Pigouvian

debt tax, lprb,0, a margin requirement θ0 has to satisfy l
pr
b,0 = (1 − θ0)zq0(c

pr
b,0, c

pr
b,1, (1 − θ0)z)h.

Thereby, margin requirements can be equivalent to an ex-ante Pigouvian debt tax.

4.4 Ex-post asset purchases

Now consider ex-post asset purchases as a policy that is applied to address ineffi ciencies under

laissez faire (see Definition 2). Specifically, let the central bank purchase loans contingent on the

state c where the borrowing constraint is binding, i.e. κ̃L1 (c) > 0. Then (25) and (27) imply the

real loan rate rL2 = RL1 π
−1
2 to satisfy

βrL2 (c) = 1− [(1/RA1 (c))− 1]κ̃L1 (c) ≤ 1, (42)

instead of βrL2 (c) = 1 (see 36). Thus, asset purchases lower the real loan rate if the purchase price

exceeds the market price, 1/RA1 (c) > 1. Apparently, such a policy exerts effects on the loan rate

that are equivalent to effects of an ex-post Pigouvian loan subsidy paid to banks. Specifically,

the effects of asset purchases on the real loan rate can be mimicked by a subsidy at rate τ s1(c) ≥ 0

that affects loan supply by (1 + τ s1(c))βr
L
2 (c) = 1, and that is financed and compensated by a

lump-sum tax on depositors, τ l,1(c) = τ s1(c)lj,1(c).

Corollary 4 Under Rmt = κBt = 1, asset purchases satisfying 1/RA1 (c) > 1 and κ̃L1 (c) > 0 and
an ex-post Pigouvian loan supply subsidy are equivalent with regard to their effects on the real
loan rate rL2 and the allocation of commodities.

Proof. See Appendix.

Given that Rmt = Rt = 1 holds under laissez faire, monetary policy does not earn any interest

from money supply or maturing assets. Thus, when assets are purchased at an above market

price, transfers to the fiscal authority τmt are negative (see 20). As a consequence, financing

asset purchases requires funds to be raised by the fiscal authority, like in the case of loan supply

subsidies. The implementation of both policies therefore relies on the availability of lump-sum

taxes when Rmt = 1.

We now show that an asset purchase policy can enhance welfare and outperform macropru-

dential regulation, i.e. ex-ante debt taxes. To understand the effects of this ex-post policy,

combine (5) with (7), to get the following price relation

q1 =
(1 + β)h−1

(1− z)c−1b,1 + zβrL2
. (43)
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The reason for the impact of the real loan rate on the asset price q1 (see RHS of 43) is the fact that

borrowers take the collateral premium of housing into account. Precisely, a lower loan rate, which

raises agents’willingness to borrow and thereby the multiplier ζb,t on the collateral constraint

(see 6), tends to increase the valuation of collateral (see 5). In a laissez faire equilibrium, the loan

rate is exogenously fixed by rL2 = 1/β, such that the collateral price qlf1 does not seem to depend

on the loan rate in (39). Yet, ex-post asset purchases can reduce the real loan rate below 1/β

(see 42) and can thereby raise q1 (see 43). Via this effect, ex-post asset purchases can address the

pecuniary externality and can enhance effi ciency.24 We show that the central bank can implement

a constrained effi cient allocation that pareto-dominates the constrained effi cient allocation under

macroprudential regulation. For this, asset purchase instruments RA1 and κ̃
L
1 are set contingent

on an equilibrium object (i.e., cb,1), which corresponds to widely applied contingent adjustments

of the monetary policy rate (e.g. the so-called Taylor-rule).

Proposition 4 Consider a laissez faire equilibrium. Introducing ex-post asset purchases that
satisfy

[(1/RA1 (c))− 1]κ̃L1 (c) =
1− z
z

c−1b,1(c) + 1− α

z
, for α < (1 + β)h−1/qpr1 , (44)

where qpr1 denotes the collateral price under the ex-ante Pigouvian tax on debt (41), implements
a constrained effi cient allocation that pareto-dominates the constrained effi cient allocation under
the ex-ante Pigouvian tax on debt (41).

Proof. See Appendix.

Asset purchases satisfying (44) lead to a collateral price q1 = (1 +β)h−1/α that does not depend

on consumption cb,1. Hence, there exists no pecuniary externality with regard to q1 and the

allocation is constrained effi cient. For α < (1 + β)h−1/qpr1 , the collateral price under (44) exceeds

the collateral price qpr1 under the ex-ante Pigouvian tax on debt (41), such that the borrowing

limit is increased. Since borrowers are less constrained, the allocation is pareto-superior compared

to the case of the ex-ante Pigouvian tax on debt, which further distorts agents’ intertemporal

choice. Evidently, a suffi ciently large loan rate reduction can raise the collateral price q1 to a

level that ensures that the borrowing limit exceeds the debt level under the first best allocation

lfbb,1. Thereby, asset purchases implement first best. This result, which is summarized in

the following proposition, corresponds to the implementation of first best by ex-post

debt subsidies in Katagiri et al. (2017) and Schabert (2023).

24For the limiting case z → 1, where the asset price q1 satisfies q1 = (1 + β)h−1/(βrL2 ), asset purchases would
— in contrast to an ex-ante debt tax — still have a direct impact on q1 and would be able to enhance effi ciency
relative to laissez faire.
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Proposition 5 Consider a laissez faire equilibrium. Introducing ex-post asset purchases imple-
ments the first best allocation (38) if

[(1/RA1 (c))− 1]κ̃L1 (c) ≥ 1

z
− 1 + β

lfbb,1(c)
> 0, (45)

where lfbb,1(c) = RL1 π
−1
1 (c)

(
R−1π

−1
0 lb,−1 − yb,0 + 1

)
−yb,1(c)+1, or if but not only if

[
(1/RA1 (c))− 1

]
·

κ̃L1 (c) ≥ 1
z −

1+β

(1−nb,0)2β−1−yb,1(c)+1
> 0.

Proof. See Appendix.

Notably, the RHS of condition (45) depends on the endogenous equilibrium object lfbb,1(c), which

is a function of the inflation rates π1(c) and π0. Up to now, we ignored these inflation rates in

the analysis to reduce the complexity of the analysis. In Section 5, we show how inflation can be

determined in equilibrium and that inflation can be isolated from asset purchase effects by the

remaining monetary policy instruments. In the last part of Proposition 5, we provide —as an

alternative —a suffi cient condition that is independent of inflation, and depends on lagged (nb,0)

or exogenous variables (yb,1(c)).

The role of the collateral premium The previous results have shown that loan rate reduc-

tions via asset purchases (or loan supply subsidies) can enhance effi ciency through their effect

on the collateral price q1. This mechanism is based on agents’willingness to spend for collateral,

which is measured by the collateral premium and can be enhanced by raising their incentives to

borrow, as shown by Bianchi and Mendoza (2018). Yet, if the borrowing limit were independent

of the individual stock of collateral, like in Bianchi (2011) or Jeanne and Korinek (2020), this

effect would not exist. If for example, the borrowing limit rather depends on the aggregate than

the individual level of housing, i.e. lb,1 ≤ zq1h, there would be no collateral premium. In this

case, borrowers’optimality condition for housing satisfies c−1b,1q1 = h−1+βq2, implying —together

with q2 = h−1 —a collateral price q1 that equals q1 = cb,1h
−1 (1 + β) and that is independent of

the real loan rate rL2 . Changes in r
L
2 then exclusively affect the multiplier ζb,1 on the collateral

constraint (4) via the borrowers’ optimality condition ζb,1 = c−1b,1 − βrL2 and the allocation of

commodities between borrowers and lenders in period 2; the latter being irrelevant for social

welfare due to linearity of utility in period 2.25

25A comparison of our set-up to Jeanne and Korinek (2020) shows that they consider a transfer of funds to
borrowers as ex-post policies rather than a manipulation of prices, which we consider in our analysis. As a
consequence, the type of ex-post policies which they apply is effective in their model even though there are no
collateral premia or direct price effects of ex-post policies.
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4.5 Non-availability of taxes

We now examine the case where lump-sum taxes/transfers are not available. For simplicity,

we do not endogenize this property, which can for example be justified by infeasibility due to

unobservable characteristics (see Hammond, 1979). Non-existence of lump-sum taxes/transfers

suffi ces to rule out implementation of first best and of the type of Pigouvian policies (debt tax

and loan subsidy) discussed above. We further abstract from introducing distortionary taxes,

which would tend to reduce effi ciency over and above the financial friction, and assume that

there are no taxes available. As a consequence, neither corrective policies can be tax-financed

nor initial liabilities can be repaid via tax revenues. As indicated by the intertemporal budget

constraint (22), public sector solvency then requires that central bank revenues are raised by

setting Rmt > 1 in at least one period.26 Before we examine asset purchases, we summarize how

public sector solvency can be induced by monetary policy when taxes are not available.

Corollary 5 When taxes are not available, public sector solvency can be brought about by Rm1 >
1, Rm0 = Rm2 = 1 and RA1 ≥ 1.

Proof. See Appendix.

If Rmt > 1, agents are not willing to hold deposits at the satiation level, dl,t < d. To avoid further

complexities, we therefore assume that the marginal utility of deposits is then constant.

Assumption 3 The marginal utility of deposits is constant, f ′ (dl,t) = γ > 0, for dl,t < d.

Under Rm1 > 1 and Assumption 3, the competitive equilibrium conditions (7), (25), (26), and

(27) imply that µ1 = γ̃ = γ/µ̃ > 0 and that the loan rate under ex-post asset purchases satisfies

βrL2 (c) = 1−
[
(γ̃/RA1 (c)) + ((1/RA1 (c))− 1)

]
κ̃L1 (c). (46)

When the policy rate satisfies Rm1 > 1 such that money is scarce, µ1 = γ̃ > 0 (see 28), asset

purchases can be effective even if the central bank offers a purchase price that is below the market

price of loans, 1/RA1 < 1. Thus, banks might be willing to acquire money via asset purchases

even if this is costly, RA1 > 1.

For a constant marginal utility of deposits, we can separate the competitive equilibrium, as

summarized in the Corollaries 2 and 3. Corresponding to the results in Propositions 4 and 5,

26Notably, asset purchases at a price 1/RAt < 1⇔ RAt > 1 are not suffi cient for this purpose, since banks would
not sell loans at a below-market price if Rmt = 1.
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it can then be shown that asset purchases can implement allocations of commodities that are

identical with the constrained effi cient allocations or with the first best allocation.

Lemma 1 Consider a competitive equilibrium under Assumption 3. Suppose that taxes are not
available and that Rm1 > 1. Then, ex-post asset purchases can implement an allocation of non-
durable goods that is identical to an

1. allocation of non-durable goods under constrained effi ciency if[
(γ̃/RA1 (c)) + (1/RA1 (c))− 1

]
· κ̃L1 (c) =

1− z
z

c−1b,1(c) + 1− α

z
, (47)

2. allocation of non-durable goods under first best {cfbb,0, c
fb
b,1(s)} if[

(γ̃/RA1 (c)) + (1/RA1 (c))− 1
]
· κ̃L1 (c) ≥ 1

z
− 1 + β

(1− nb,0)2β−1 − yb,1(c) + 1
> 0. (48)

Proof. See Appendix.

Once it has been shown that asset purchases can enhance effi ciency of the commodity allocation

(see Lemma 1), we can use that there are suffi ciently many monetary policy instruments available

to implement a particular equilibrium level of deposits independent of asset purchases. Put

differently, any level of deposits dl,t in a competitive equilibrium without asset purchases can

also be implemented in a competitive equilibrium with asset purchases. For this, the money

supply effect of asset purchases can be completely neutralized by adjusting the size and the

price of treasury open market operations, i.e. by setting Rm1 and κ̃B1 . Due to the separation

properties summarized in the Corollaries 2 and 3, this neutralization does not affect the allocation

of commodities. Thus, the central bank can alter the collateral price by asset purchases, while

keeping a particular level of deposits unchanged. Thereby, it can enhance social welfare compared

to any competitive equilibrium without asset purchases.

Proposition 6 Suppose that taxes are not available, Assumption 3 holds, and Rm1 > 1. Then,
central bank asset purchases can enhance social welfare compared to any competitive equilibrium
without asset purchases.

Proof. See Appendix.

Assumption 3 and the implied separability (see Corollary 2 and 3) allow deriving the result sum-

marized in Proposition 6 in a straightforward way. Yet, the beneficial effects of asset purchases

presented above do not rely on the simplifying assumptions made in this analysis, but on the

availability of a suffi ciently large set of monetary policy instruments. Precisely, the latter enable

the central bank to exert pure price effects by its asset purchases programmes, while neutralizing
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potentially welfare-reducing effects on the supply of central bank money. This property thus re-

lates to the neutralization of the budgetary effects of distortionary taxes/subsidies via lump-sum

taxes/transfers under the Pigouvian policies discussed above. Moreover, the available monetary

policy instruments further allow implementing inflation targets irrespective of asset purchases,

which is shown in the subsequent section.

5 Money and inflation

The previous analysis has focussed on the allocation of commodities and on social welfare. To

facilitate the analysis, we imposed assumptions which allowed separating the allocation of com-

modities and loans from monetary variables, specifically, monetary aggregates and inflation rates

(see Corollary 2 and 3). In this section, we focus on the latter, which are typically targeted by the

central bank. Specifically, we will show that inflation rates are not necessarily affected by asset

purchases, implying that monetary policy can be conducted such that corrective asset purchases

do not interfere with common central bank targets.

As described above, there is no utility from deposit holdings and no trade in financial markets

in period 2. Hence, end-of-period asset holdings equal zero, m2 = b2 = d2 = l2 = 0. According

to (34), treasury open market operations then satisfy IB2 = −M1, such that money is redeemed

by the central bank in exchange for bonds, which mature at the end of period 2. As implied

by Corollary 3, the set of monetary variables {iL1 , d0, d1, R0, R1, π0, π1, π2, m0, m1, b0, b1,

iB0 , i
B
1 , i

B
2 } can be determined for a given allocation of commodities and loans, and for policies

{κ̃B0 , κ̃B1 , Ω0, Ω1, Rm0 , R
m
1 , R

m
2 , τ l,1, τ l,2, τ l,3} under Assumption 1 and 2. Evidently, the central

bank has several instruments at its disposal to influence the inflation rates π0, π1, and π2, and

to neutralize potential effects of asset purchases on the inflation rates. Following the structure of

the effi ciency analysis, we separately discuss the case where lump-sum taxes are available, such

that first best can be implemented and deposit demand is satiated, and the case where taxes are

not available and the marginal utility of deposits is constant (see Assumption 3).

In Section 4.4, we have shown how asset purchases can enhance welfare and can even imple-

ment first best when lump-sum taxes are available (see Proposition 4 and 5). For the latter, the

asset purchase instruments RA1 (c) and κ̃L1 (c) are assumed to satisfy (45), where the RHS depends

—via lfbb,1(c) —on the inflation rates π0 and π1(c). The following proposition therefore focusses

on the determination of the inflation rates π0, π1, and π2 under first best, where deposits are at

the satiation level. For this, we distinguish three different fiscal policy regimes: i.) a Ricardian
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regime that unconditionally guarantees public sector solvency, i.e. zero end-of-period public sec-

tor liabilities in t = 2, ii.) a conditional non-Ricardian regime where tax revenues net of costs

for corrective policies are specified regardless of public sector solvency, and iii.) an uncondi-

tional non-Ricardian regime where gross tax revenues are specified regardless of public sector

solvency. Thus, in addition to the well-known regimes i.) and iii.) (see e.g. Benhabib et al.,

2001), we introduce regime ii.), to separate financing costs of corrective policies from repayment

of liabilities.

Proposition 7 Suppose that asset purchases satisfying (45) are introduced in a laissez faire
equilibrium, such that first best is implemented. Then, the inflation rate in t = 2 satisfies
π2 = β, while inflation rates in t = 0 and t = 1 are i.) indetermined under a Ricardian fiscal
policy regime, can ii.) be determined and are independent of asset purchases under a conditional
non-Ricardian regime, and can iii.) be determined and depend on the costs of asset purchases
under an unconditional non-Ricardian regime.

Proof. See Appendix.

Proposition 7 establishes the determination of the initial inflation rate under asset purchases

satisfying (45) with equality, which is the least expensive policy that implements first best. Cor-

responding to well-established results in the literature (see e.g. Nakajima and Polemarchakis,

2005), inflation determination depends on the type of fiscal policy regime. Specifically, inflation

rates cannot be determined under a Ricardian regime (see i.)), irrespective of asset purchases,

as commonly found in flexible price models. Under a non-Ricardian regime, inflation rates can

be determined, since public sector solvency requires inflation to equalize the real value of ini-

tial nominal liabilities with the present value of real revenues (see 22). When tax revenues are

controlled net of asset purchase costs under a conditional non-Ricardian regime, asset purchases

do not affect the inflation determination. When fiscal policy is unconditionally non-Ricardian,

inflation determination is affected by the costs of corrective policies. Higher costs of asset pur-

chases, which reduce the net revenues of the public sector, then tend to increase initial inflation.

Evidently, this would likewise be the case under alternative policies, i.e. Pigouvian subsidies.

For the case where taxes are not available such that fiscal policy is unconditionally non-

Ricardian, we account for the neutralization of asset purchase effects on deposits, which has

already been used for the derivation of the results in Proposition 6. Here, we further establish that

there are suffi ciently many instruments such that inflation can be isolated from asset purchases.

For the analysis, we will use that monetary policy is able to generate revenues such that the public

sector is solvent even though taxes are not available (see Corollary 5). For this, we again consider
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that the central bank imposes costs of money acquisition in period 1, Rm1 > 1, corresponding

to Proposition 6. Then, the money supply constraint (10) is binding, µ1 > 0, which follows

from (28), and deposit demand is not satiated, u′ (dl,1) > 0⇒ dl,1 < d, which follows from (35).

Notably, neutralization of asset purchase effects on inflation and deposits does not require using

all available central bank instruments, in particular, the share of repo money Ωt can be held

constant or even be set equal to zero.

Proposition 8 Suppose that taxes are not available, Assumption 3 holds, and Rmt > 1. Then,
adjustments of the treasury open market instruments κ̃B1 (c), κ̃B0 , and R

m
0 suffi ce to implement

feasible values for deposits d0 and d1 and for inflation rates π0, π1 and π2 independently of asset
purchase programs.

Proof. See Appendix.

Proposition 8 confirms that asset purchases can be conducted without affecting the equilibrium

values of deposits, which has already been used for Proposition 6, and implies that asset purchases

do not impede implementing targeted values for the inflation rate. Notably, this result does not

depend on whether prices are perfectly or imperfectly flexible. The simple reason is that the

central bank has enough instruments for treasury open market operations, i.e. κ̃Bt and Rmt ,

at its disposal to offset the impact of asset purchases on money supply and inflation.27 Thus,

the central bank does not need to sacrifice common objectives, e.g. regarding broad money or

inflation, when it corrects asset prices via loan purchases.

6 Robustness

In this section, we address factors that might limit the effi cacy and the desirability of asset pur-

chases. Specifically, we consider arguments for potential costs of central bank asset purchases or,

more generally, of ex-post liquidity-providing policy interventions, raised by Curdia and Wood-

ford (2011), Gertler and Karadi (2011), Bornstein and Lorenzoni (2018), Jeanne and Korinek

(2020), and Chi et al. (2023). To motivate these costs, we found in total six arguments/effects

that are suggested to lead to distortions or deadweight losses:

1. Inferiority of the central bank to extract value from asset holdings

2. Distributive effects between borrowers and lenders

3. Raising taxes and/or issuing government debt to finance policy interventions

27This principle is also applied in Schabert (2015) for the analysis of optimal monetary policy in a related model
with sticky prices and without financial markets frictions.
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4. Creating credit and identifying preferred private sector investments

5. Ineffi cient investments at interest rates below the natural rate

6. Producing central bank money

In the subsequent analysis, we will explicitly analyze 1. and 2., which are stressed by Bornstein

and Lorenzoni (2018) and Jeanne and Korinek (2020). The reasons for the remaining argu-

ments/effects not to be relevant for our analysis can be summarized as follows: We disregard

3., which is considered by Gertler and Karadi (2011) and Jeanne and Korinek (2020), because

costs of financing corrective policies in principle apply to all policy interventions and not solely

to ex-post asset purchases. In fact, this argument has explicitly been addressed in Section 4.5,

where we assumed that taxes are not available and where asset purchases do not rely on govern-

ment financing. Curdia and Woodford (2011) and Gertler and Karadi (2011) argue that credit

creation by the central bank lead to deadweight losses (see 4.). This does not apply to our frame-

work where the central bank rather purchases existing debt securities in secondary markets than

originates loans. Because neither capital investment nor reductions in the overall level of interest

rates are considered in our analysis, ineffi ciencies related to 5., which is mentioned by Jeanne

and Korinek (2020), do not exist in our framework. Due to assets’ imperfect substitutability,

asset purchases change the spread between the loan rate and other interest rates (e.g. on bonds

or deposits), not the level of interest rates on other assets. This property would be unchanged

even when investment possibilities in productive capital were introduced. Finally, we can neglect

costs of producing reserves (see 6.), which are considered by Chi et al. (2023), since our proposed

asset purchase programs are constructed to be neutral with regard to the total supply of reserves

and deposits (see Proposition 6).

While we focus on the analysis of asset purchases, it should be noted that the arguments/effects

2., 3., and 5. are in general also relevant for Pigouvian taxes/subsidies, which is most obvious

for potential effects of taxes and of transfers that are required for compensation/financing. Like-

wise, Pigouvian taxes/subsidies can lead to interest rate effects and distributive effects under

less restrictive assumptions on preferences (see Section 6.2).

6.1 Inferior value extraction from central bank asset holdings

When the central bank purchases assets, it supplies money under repurchase agreements against

bank loans. As long as these repos are always settled, value extraction from asset holdings is

not relevant. Yet, suppose that uncommitted banks repudiate the repo contract and do not

repurchase loans that were purchased by the central bank at the price 1/RAt . In this case, the
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central bank will hold loans until maturity, while the value of these loans Lcb,t ultimately depends

on the central bank’s ability to seize borrowers’collateral.

To account for an inferior ability of the central bank to extract value from their assets in a

way that is consistent with our assumption on the underlying imperfection (see Section 3.1), we

assume that the central bank can only seize the fraction zc of borrowers’housing and that zc is

strictly smaller than the fraction z that banks can seize. Notably, this does not directly affect

banks’loan supply decisions, which are based on the unchanged collateral requirement (4). To

account for potential losses due to insuffi cient collateralization, the central bank can adjust the

size of its asset purchase program by offering loan purchases at a haircut 1− zc/z, such that the

money supply restriction (9) changes to

ILj,t ≤ κ̃Lt (zc/z)Lj,t/R
A
t . (49)

where zc/z ≤ 1. To achieve identical effects of central bank interventions compared to the case

without inferior value extraction, the central bank can apply a suited haircut and simultaneously

adjust the asset purchase instruments (1/RAt or κ̃
L
t ), such that the total impact of asset purchases

on the real loan rate is unchanged. Thus, none of the results derived in the previous sections is

altered by the inferior value extraction of central bank assets.

Corollary 6 The ability of ex-post asset purchases to enhance effi ciency is not affected by an
inferior value extraction from central bank asset holdings.

Proof. See Appendix.

A higher purchase price, which the central bank offers to compensate haircuts, leads to higher

budgetary costs of asset purchase programs. When lump-sum taxes are available, this effect will

not be relevant for any other equilibrium object. When lump-sum taxes are not available, a

higher purchases price can be financed via increased central bank interest earnings by raising the

policy rate Rmt , which is irrelevant for the allocation of commodities and social welfare in our

model (see Corollary 2).

6.2 Distributive effects

We now assess if distributive effects might alter the effectiveness and desirability of ex-post

interventions. For the previous analysis, we assumed that utility of depositors/lenders is linear

in consumption as well as utility of borrowers in period 2. As a consequence, distributive effects

of changes in the loan rate rL2 induced by asset purchases were not relevant for social welfare.
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Here, we change the assumptions on preferences and assume that utility is always non-linear in

consumption. To simplify the analysis, we disregard uncertainty and assume that borrowers will

be constrained in period 1 with certainty. This is summarized in the following assumption, which

replaces Assumption 1 and 2.

Assumption 4 Agents’preferences satisfy

ub,t = log(cb,t) + log(hb,t), for t ∈ (0, 1, 2),

ul,t = log(cl,t) + f(dl,t), for t ∈ (0, 1), and ul,2 = log cl,2,

with fd(d) = 0 and fd(dl,t) > 0 if dl,t > d. There are no net taxes/transfers on/to

borrowers, and the borrowing constraint is slack in t = 0 and 2, and binds in t = 1.

As shown in Section 4.4, a reduction in the real loan rate rL2 due to asset purchases reduces

the rate of return on lending and therefore the costs of debt repayment. Thus, asset purchases

tend to induce a redistribution of resources in period 2 from lenders/depositors to borrowers

(see 23). Under linear utility in period 2, this redistribution was irrelevant for social welfare.

This irrelevance does however not apply under Assumption 4, which might alter the effectiveness

and desirability of asset purchases. Moreover, welfare weights cannot be normalized to equal

one under Assumption 4 without loss of generality. We therefore assume that social welfare W

satisfies W = E
∑T

t=0 β
t (φbub,t + φlul,t), with φi > 0 for i ∈ {b, l}, instead of (37).

Yet, even if the loan rate rL2 affects social welfare via redistribution of funds in period 2,

asset purchases are desirable. The reason is that borrowers suffer from being constrained in

period 1 and are characterized by a higher marginal utility of consumption. The latter gives

rise to distributive effects of pecuniary externalities with regard to the loan rate, which becomes

endogenous under Assumption 4. As shown by Davila and Korinek (2020), these distributive

effects arise under different marginal rates of substitution due to binding borrowing constraints.

Ideally, corrective policies should be applied in a way that addresses both effects of externalities,

i.e. collateral effects and distributive effects. Given that both are based on binding borrowing

constraints and an asset purchase program can in fact be applied to induce the borrowing con-

straint to be slack (see Proposition 5 and Lemma 1), it can address the joint source of adverse

effects.

Proposition 7 Suppose that Assumption 4 holds and that either lump-sum taxes/transfers are
available or that Assumption 3 holds. Then, an optimal asset purchase policy reduces the loan
rate such that the collateral constraint is not binding.
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Proof. See Appendix.

The result summarized in Proposition 7 implies that an asset purchase policy that leads to slack

collateral constraints remains desirable even when distributive effects are considered. Specifically,

unequal marginal rates of substitution between borrowers and lenders are then eliminated by asset

purchases, such that distributive effects due to changes in the real loan rate are irrelevant for

social welfare.

7 Conclusion

Financial stability has been threatened by the great financial crisis as well as by the Covid-

19 pandemic, where central banks intervened at a large scale and seemed to exert beneficial

effects on asset prices. This raises the question if (ex-post) monetary policy might be supe-

rior to (ex-ante) macroprudential regulation. This paper develops a monetary model with a

financial amplification mechanism based on pecuniary externalities, where macroprudential reg-

ulation implements a constrained effi cient allocation. We show that central bank asset purchases

in secondary markets can implement constrained effi cient allocations that pareto-dominate the

constrained effi cient allocation under macroprudential regulation and can even implement first

best. While these effects can equivalently be induced by a Pigouvian loan supply subsidy, we

show that the central bank can conduct welfare-enhancing asset purchases even when taxes are

not available for financing/compensating policy interventions. This property is based on the

central bank’s ability to raise revenues via interest earnings from money supply and asset hold-

ings. We further show that asset purchases do not impede achieving (conventional) central bank

targets/objectives, and that neither distributive effects nor inferior value extraction from central

bank asset holdings invalidate the conclusions regarding the desirablity of asset purchases.
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A Appendix to Section 3

Proof of Corollary 1. Suppose that money is supplied under full allotment in treasury

open market operations κ̃Bt = 1 at the price 1/Rmt = 1 and that no asset purchases are offered,

κ̃Lt = 0. According to (28), the multipliers on the liquidity constraint (10) and on the money

supply constraint (8) are then identical, µt = κBt , while (18) implies that the bond rate satisfies

Rt = 1. Hence, holdings of public sector liabilities are neither associated with costs (in the case of

money) nor with positive interest earnings (in the case of bonds). Given that asset purchases are

not offered, κ̃Lt = 0, credit supply (25) equals u′ (cl,t) = βRLt Etu
′ (cl,t+1)π

−1
t+1. Now suppose that

the multiplier µt were positive, µt > 0. Then, (26) would imply that the deposit rate is strictly

lower than the loan rate, such that banks generate positive profits by supplying loans and issuing

deposits. Given that banks are perfectly competitive, profits (11) are however equal to zero,

implying that RLt = RDt and that µt must be equal to zero. Deposit demand is then satiated (see

35), u′ (dl,t) = 0 ⇒ dl,t = d. For µt = 0, (30) further simplifies to u′ (cl,t) = βEtu
′ (cl,t+1)π

−1
t+1,

such that net interest rates on loans and deposits are equal to zero, RLt = RDt = 1.

Proof of Corollary 2. It follows from Definition 1 and from (7) being independent of dl,t if

∂u′ (dl,t) /∂dl,t = 0.

Proof of Corollary 3. It follows from Definition 1.

B Appendix to Section 4

Proof of Proposition 1. Under Assumption 1, maximizing (37) subject to the resource

constraints Σiyi,t = Σici,t implies that c
fb
b,0 = cfbb,1(s) = cfbl,1(s) = 1, and that dl,0 = dl,1 = d. In a

laissez faire equilibrium, µj,t = 0 and dl,0 = dl,1 = d hold (see Definition 2). When borrowing is

never constrained, ζb,t = 0, the competitive equilibrium conditions (5), (6), and (25) for t = 0, 1,

and 2 simplify to c−1b,1q1(s) = h−1 + βq2, q2 = h−1, c−1b,0 = βE0[r
L
1 (s)c−1b,1(s)], c−1b,1(s) = βrL2 , and

(36), implying that c−1b,0 = 1, and c−1b,1(s) = 1 for s ∈ {c, u}. Hence, the allocation equals first best

and q1(s) = (1 + β)h−1 for s ∈ {c, u}.

Proof of Proposition 2. In a laissez faire equilibrium (see Definition 2) under Assumptions

1 and 2, borrowers’ credit demand (6) and banks’ credit supply (25) for t = 0 and t = 1

satisfy (36), c−1b,0 = βE0[r
L
1 (s)c−1b,1(s)], c−1b,1(s) = βrL2 + ζb,1(s), and therefore c

−1
b,1(u) = 1 and

c−1b,1(c) = 1 + ζb,1(c) > 1, since ζb,1(c) > 0. Substituting out c−1b,1(u) and c−1b,1(c) in c−1b,0 =

β0.5[rL1 (u) · c−1b,1(u) + rL1 (c) · c−1b,1(c)], shows that c−1b,0 = β0.5
[
rL1 (u) · 1 + rL1 (c) ·

(
1 + ζb,1(c)

)]
=

βErL1 + β0.5rL1 (c)ζb,1(c) > 1 and thus cb,0 < 1. The borrowers’optimality condition for housing
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(5) further implies c−1b,1(s)q1(s) = h−1 + βq2 + ζb,1(s)zq1(s) and q2 = h−1, such that q1(u) =

cb,1(u) (1 + β)h−1 and q1(c) = (1 + β)h−1/(c−1b,1(c) − ζb,1(s)z). Substituting out ζb,1(c) with

c−1b,1(c) = 1 + ζb,1(c) in the latter, gives q1(c) = (1 + β)h−1/[(1 − z)c−1b,1(c) + z], which is strictly

smaller than qfb1 (s) = h−1 (1 + β), since cb,1(c) < 1.

Proof of Proposition 3. Under laissez faire, W (see 37) can be rewritten by using hb,t = h,

lenders’budget constraints, and that agents are satiated with deposits, dl,t = d :

W = E

 log cb,0 + log(h) +
(
yl,0 + rL0 lb,−1 − lb,0

)
+ f(d)

+β
[
log cb,1 + log(h) + yl,1 − lb,1 + rL1 lb,0 + f(d)

]
+ β2

[
yb,2 + log(h) + yl,2 + f(d)

]
 .

The primal problem of a policy maker who applies an ex-ante tax on debt τ b,0 and a compen-

sating lump-sum transfer is identical to the problem of a social planer who determines period-0-

borrowing and maximizes social welfare W subject to budget and borrowing constraints taking

the equilibrium price relations (36) and (39) into account, leading to a constrained effi cient

allocation. The policy problem can be summarized as

max
cb,1,cb,2,lb,1,lb,2

E{log cb,0 + log(h) +
(
yl,0 + rL0 lb,−1 − lb,0

)
+ f(d) (50)

+ β
[
log cb,1 + log(h) + yl,1 − lb,1 + rL1 lb,0 + f(d)

]
+ β2

[
yb,2 + log(h) + yl,2 + f(d)

]
}

s.t. 0 = yb,0 + lb,0 − rL0 lb,−1 − cb,0, 0 = yb,1 + lb,1 − rL1 lb,0 − cb,1, 0 ≤ zq1h− lb,1,

where q1 = qlf1 satisfies qlf1 (u) = qfb1 and (39), leading to the optimality conditions λprb,0 = 1/cb,0,

λprb,1 = (1/cb,1) + µpr1 zh∂q1/∂cb,1, (51)

1 = βE0r
L
1 + λprb,0 − βE0(r

L
1 λ

pr
b,1), (52)

µpr1 = β(λprb,1 − 1) ≥ 0, (53)

where λprb,0, λ
pr
b,1, and µ

pr
1 are the multipliers for the constraints in order of their appearance in (50).

Using E0rL1 = 1/β (see 36), condition (52) simplifies to λprb,0 = βE0r
L
1 λ

pr
b,1. Multiplying (51) with

βrL1 , applying expectations conditional on period-0-information E0βr
L
1 λ

pr
b,1 = E0

(
βrL1 /cb,1

)
+

E0[βr
L
1 µ

pr
1 zh(∂q1/∂cb,1)], and using 1/cb,0 = λprb,0 = βE0r

L
1 λ

pr
b,1 as well as (40), gives

1/cb,1 = (1− τdb,0)c−1b,1 + βE0[r
L
1 µ

pr
1 zh(∂q1/∂cb,1)], (54)

leading to condition (41) for the tax rate on debt, where the inequality in (41) follows from

∂q1(c)/∂cb,1 > 0 and µpr1 (c) ≥ 0 (see 39 and 53).
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Proof of Corollary 4. According to Definition 1, ex-post asset purchases κ̃L1 (c) > 0 can affect

the equilibrium allocation via credit supply (25), which simplifies to (42), and money supply

(32). According to Corollary 2, monetary aggregates do not affect the allocation of commodities.

Hence, asset purchases can alter the latter only via changes in the real loan rate (see 42). This

effect on the real loan rate can equivalently be induced by an ex-post subsidy on loans, satisfying

τ s1(c) = {1− [(1/RA1 (c))− 1]κ̃L1 (c)}−1 − 1 > 0, which tends to increase bank profits and leads to

a loan supply of banks satisfying (1 + τ s1(c))βr
L
2 (c) = 1, and by compensating the bank owners

(depositors) by an equally sized lump-sum tax τ l,1(c) = τ s1(c)lj,1(c).

Proof of Proposition 4. As shown in the proof of Proposition 3, a constrained effi cient

allocation satisfies

1/cb,0 = E0
(
βrL1 /cb,1

)
+ E0[βr

L
1 µ

ce
1 zh(∂q1/∂cb,1)]. (55)

(see 40 and 54). Now consider the price relation (43) instead of (39) and suppose that s = c.

The impact of consumption cb,1 on q1, which is not internalized by private agents, can be offset

if rL2 ensures that ∂q1/∂cb,1 = 0. For this, suppose that asset purchases satisfy (44). Combining

the latter with (42), gives βrL2 (c) = α
z −

1−z
z c−1b,1(c), and substituting out βrL2 in (43), leads to

q1(c) =
(1 + β)h−1

α
. (56)

Since ∂q1/∂cb,1 = 0 (see 56), condition (55) reduces to 1/cb,0 = E0
(
βrL1 /cb,1

)
. Given that the

latter is identical with the optimality condition for borrowing under laissez faire, the competitive

equilibrium allocation under an asset purchase policy (44) is constrained effi cient. For α <

(1 + β)h−1/qpr1 , the asset price q1(c) exceeds the asset price under the ex-ante Pigouvian debt tax

qpr1 (c), such that the borrowing limit is increased. Given that lenders are unaffected and borrowers

are less constrained, the allocation under an asset purchase policy (44) pareto-dominates the

allocation under the ex-ante Pigouvian debt tax (41).

Proof of Proposition 5. Under the first best allocation, borrowing in t = 1 satisfies

lfbb,1(s) = rL1 (s)
(
rL0 lb,−1 − yb,0 + 1

)
− yb,1(s) + 1, (57)

where we used yb,0 = −lb,0 + rL0 lb,−1 + cb,0, yb,1 = −lb,1 + rL1 lb,0 + cb,1, and (38). Since borrowing

is unconstrained under first best, implementation of a first best allocation in a competitive

equilibrium requires the asset price q1 to satisfy q1(c) ≥ lfbb,1(c)/(zh), such that the borrowing

constraint (4) is slack. Using that q1(c) satisfies (43) in a competitive equilibrium, this inequality
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can be rewritten as
z (1 + β)

(1− z) + zβrL2 (c)
≥ lfbb,1(c), (58)

where we used that cfbb,1 = 1. Using condition (42), asset purchases satisfying (45) ensure that the

inequality (58) holds. Alternatively, asset purchases can be conditioned on lagged or exogenous

variables. For this, use (57) for s = c, and add rL1 (u)
(
rL0 lb,−1 − yb,0 + 1

)
= rL1 (u)lfbb,0 > 0 on the

RHS of (57), to get

lfbb,1(c)<
(
rL0 lb,−1 − yb,0 + 1

) (
rL1 (c) + rL1 (u)

)
− yb,1(c) + 1

= (1− nb,0) 2β−1 − yb,1(c) + 1

where nb,0 = yb,0 − rL0 lb,−1 and we used E0r
L
1 = 0.5

(
rL1 (c) + rL1 (u)

)
= 1/β. The borrowing

constraint will therefore not be binding, i.e. (58) holds, if but not only if the real loan rate

satisfies z(1+β)

(1−z)+zβrL2 (c)
≥ (1− nb,0) 2β−1 − yb,1(c) + 1⇔

βrL2 (c) ≤ (1 + β)

(1− nb,0) 2β−1 − yb,1(c) + 1
− 1− z

z
.

Using (42), the latter inequality is ensured by setting the instruments 1/RA1 and κ̃
L
1 according

to
[
(1/RA1 (c))− 1

]
κ̃L1 (c) ≥ 1

z −
1+β

(1−nb,0)2β−1−yb,1(c)+1
> 0.

Proof of Corollary 5. When taxes are not available and ex-post asset purchases are available

for t = 1, the intertemporal public sector budget constraint (22) for T = 2 reduces to

b−1π
−1
0 +Rm0 m−1π

−1
0 = (Rm0 − (Rm1 /R0) + (Rm0 − 1) Ω0)m0 (59)

+(Rm1 − (Rm2 /R1) + (Rm1 − 1) Ω1)m1 (π1/R0)

+
(
RA1 − 1

)
iL1 (π1/R0) .

Now use that (28) and (29) imply 1/R0 = βE0(1 + κ̃B1 ((1 + µ1) (1/Rm1 )− 1)))π−11 . Together

with 1 = βE0 (1 + µ1)π
−1
1 (see (30)), this indicates that R0 equals Rm1 for κ̃B1 = 1 and for a

non-state-contingent Rm1 , and tends to be larger for κ̃
B
1 < 1. Since there are no treasury open

market operations in t = 2, κ̃B2 = 0, (29) implies 1/R1 = βπ−12 , while (30) and µ2 imply π2 = β

and thus R1 = 1. Hence, with Rm1 (s) > 1 for s ∈ (c, u) the term Rm0 − (Rm1 /R0) cannot be

negative for Rm0 = 1 and Rm1 − (Rm2 /R1) is strictly positive for R
m
2 = 1, such that the RHS of

(59) is strictly positive irrespective of Ω0 and Ω1. For given values b−1 > 0 and m−1 > 0, (59) is

solved by π0 > 0.
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Proof of Lemma 1. Suppose that Rm1 > 1, such that (28) and (35) imply u′ (dl,1) > 0,

with u′ (dl,1) = γ under Assumption 3. Given that the marginal utility of deposits is constant,

consumption, debt, and the asset price do not depend on deposits and on monetary policy

instruments, except of asset purchases, as summarized in Corollary 2. Analogously to the case of

satiated deposit demand (see Proposition 4), asset purchases can then implement the allocation

of non-durable goods under constrained effi ciency by ensuring that the real loan rate for s = c

satisfies βrL2 = 1−z
z c−1b,1 −

α
z . It follows directly from (46) that this requires asset purchases

under Rm1 > 1 to satisfy (47). Correspondingly, asset purchases can implement the allocation

of non-durable goods under first best by ensuring that the real loan rate for s = c satisfies

βrL2 ≤
1+β

(1−nb,0)2β−1−yb,1+1
− 1−z

z (see Proposition 5). It directly follows from (46) that the latter

inequality requires asset purchases to satisfy (48).

Proof of Proposition 6. Suppose that Assumption 3 holds and Rm1 > 1, Rm0 = Rm2 = 1

and RA1 ≥ 1, such that solvency (22) is ensured. Then, (28) and (35) imply that the liquidity

constraint (33) is binding, µ1 > 0, where µ1 = γ̃ = γ/µ̃ (see (35)). Assume that the central bank

sets Rm1 and RA1 according to R
m
1 ∈ (1, 1 + γ̃) and RA1 ∈ (1, 1 + γ̃). Then, (27) and (28) imply

κL1 > 0 and κB1 > 0, such that (31) and (32) are binding and the liquidity constraint (33) can be

written as

µ̃d1 = κ̃B1
(
b0π
−1
1 /Rm1

)
+ κ̃L1

(
l1/R

A
1

)
+m0π

−1
1 . (60)

Condition (60) determines d1 for a set of equilibrium values for π1, b0, l1, m0, and monetary

policy instruments RA1 , κ̃
L
1 , R

m
1 and κ̃B1 , where the last two instruments are irrelevant for the

allocation of non-durables and housing (see Corollary 2). Further use that social welfare W (37)

can be separated as W = Wc,h+Wd, where Wc,h = log cb,0+ cl,0+βE [log cb,1 + cl,1] +β2y+ (1 +

β + β2) log(h) and Wd = γdl,0 + βEγdl,1. Now use that asset purchases can enhance effi ciency

of the non-durable goods allocation according to Lemma 1 and can thus yield a higher value

Wc,h compared to a competitive equilibrium without asset purchases, κ̃
L
1 = 0. According to (60),

the impact of asset purchases, i.e. κ̃L1 (l1/R
A
1 ), and potentially of π1 on the equilibrium value

for deposit d1 can be offset by adjustments of κ̃
B
1 and R

m
1 , such that Wd is unaffected by asset

purchases and social welfare W is strictly larger than without asset purchases.

C Appendix to Section 5

Proof of Proposition 7. When asset purchases satisfying (45) are introduced in a laissez

faire equilibrium, where Rmt = κ̃Bt = 1, µ = 0, and d1 = d2 = d, first best is implemented (see
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Proposition 5). Then, the money supply constraints (31) and (32), and the liquidity constraint

(33) are slack, such that iB0 , i
B
1 , m0 and m1 are indetermined. According to (25) and (30),

the loan rates RL0 and RL1 and the inflation rates π1 and π2 then satisfy RL0 = 1, RL1 (c) =

1− (1/RA1 (c)− 1)κ̃L1 (c), RL1 (u) = 1, 1/β = E0π
−1
1 ⇔

1/β = 0.5(π−11 (c) + π−11 (u)), (61)

and π2 = β. Using the terminal conditions, m2 = b2 = 0, absence of asset purchases in t = 0

and t = 2, iL0 = iL2 = 0, and that Rmt = 1 and κ̃Bt = 1 imply Rt = 1 (see 18), the public sector

budget constraints (21) for t = 0, 1, and 2 reduce to

b0 + τ l,0 +
(
m0 −m−1π−10

)
= b−1π

−1
0 ,

b1 + τ l,1 +
(
m1 −m0π

−1
1

)
+
(
RA1 − 1

)
iL1 = b0π

−1
1 , τ l,2 +

(
−m1π

−1
2

)
= b1π

−1
2 ,

which can —by substituting out b0 and b1 —be integrated to get

(m−1 + b−1)π
−1
0 π−11 = τ l,0π

−1
1 + τ l,1 + τ l,2β −

(
(1/RA1 )− 1

)
κ̃L1 lb,1, (62)

where we used that (32) is binding, iL1 = κ̃L1 lb,1/R
A
1 , under (45). Given that (62) holds for all

states s and that asset purchases in t = 1 are state contingent, we apply (62) separately for both

states s = c and s = u. For s = c, we suppose that (45) holds with equality. Using the latter and

that loans under first best in s = c satisfy lfbb,1(c) = RL0 π
−1
1 (c)

(
RL−1π

−1
0 lb,−1 − yb,0 + 1

)
+1−yb,1(c),

we can rewrite (62) for s = c as follows

π−11 (c) =
τ l,1(c) + τ l,2β + (1 + β)− 1

z (1− yb,1(c))
(m−1 + b−1)π

−1
0 + [1z

(
RL−1π

−1
0 lb,−1 − yb,0 + 1

)
]− τ l,0

, (63)

where we used RL0 = 1. Likewise, we apply (62) for s = u, and rewrite it as follows

π−11 (u) =
τ l,1(u) + τ l,2β

(m−1 + b−1)π
−1
0 − τ l,0

, (64)

where we used iL1 (u) = 0. We now consider three fiscal policy regimes: Under a Ricardian regime,

where zero public sector liabilities m2 = b2 = 0 are unconditionally guaranteed by tax revenues,

(62) does not constitute an additional restriction, such that π0, π1(c) and π1(u) cannot be

determined. On the contrary, (62) imposes a restriction on the inflation rates if the fiscal policy

regime is non-Ricardian, i.e. tax revenues do not guarantee zero end-of-period public sector

liabilities in period 2. Under a conditionally non-Ricardian regime, taxes are adjusted to cover
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asset purchase costs
(
(1/RA1 )− 1

)
κ̃L1 lb,1. Let taxes τ l,0, τ̃ l,1 and τ l,2 be non-Ricardian, where

τ̃ l,1 are period-1-taxes τ l,1 net of asset purchase costs. Then, (62) and (63) can be written as

(m−1 + b−1)π
−1
0 π−11 = τ l,0π

−1
1 + τ̃ l,1 + τ l,2β and

π−11 (c) =
τ̃ l,1(c) + τ l,2β

(m−1 + b−1)π
−1
0 − τ l,0

. (65)

Using (61), the inflation rates π0, π1(c) and π1(u) are then determined by

π0 =
m−1 + b−1

τ l,0 + 0.5β (τ̃ l,1(c) + τ l,1(u)) + β2τ l,2
,

(64) and (65), and are independent of asset purchases. Now suppose that taxes τ l,0, τ l,1 and τ l,2

are unconditionally non-Ricardian, irrespective of asset purchase costs. Using (61), the inflation

rates π0, π1(c) and π1(u) can then be determined by

2β−1 =
τ l,1(u) + τ l,2β

(m−1 + b−1)π
−1
0 − τ l,0

+
τ l,1(c) + τ l,2β + (1 + β) + 1

z (1− yb,1(c))(
m−1 + b−1 + 1

zR
L
−1lb,−1

)
π−10 + 1

z (1− yb,0)− τ l,0
,

(63) and (64), and evidently depend on the costs of asset purchases.

Proof of Proposition 8. Suppose that taxes are not available and Assumption 3 holds. Under

Assumption 1, (30) implies π2 = β . Suppose further that Rm0 ∈ (1, 1 + γ̃) and Rm1 ∈ (1, 1 + γ̃),

such that µ0 = µ1 = γ̃ > 0 (see 7 and 26) and that the money supply constraint (31) binds in

t = 0 and t = 1 (see 28). Then, substitute out iB0 and i
B
1 with (34) in the binding money supply

constraint (31) and in the binding liquidity constraint (33), to get for t = 0 and t = 1

κ̃B0 b−1π
−1
0 /Rm0 = (1 + Ω0)m0 −m−1π−10 , κ̃B1 b0π

−1
1 /Rm1 = (1 + Ω1)m1 −m0π

−1
1 , (66)

µ̃d0 = (1 + Ω0)m0, µ̃d1 = (1 + Ω1)m1 + iL1 . (67)

Without taxes, the consolidated public sector budget constraint (21) reduces to (bt/Rt)+R
m
t (mt−

mt−1π
−1
t ) + (Rmt − 1) Ωtmt +

(
RAt − 1

)
iLt = bt−1π

−1
t . Substituting out b0 and b1 with the latter

for t = 1 and t = 2, b0π−11 = (b1/R1) + Rm1
(
m1 −m0π

−1
1

)
+ (Rm1 − 1) Ω1m1 +

(
RA1 − 1

)
iL1 and

−m1R
m
2 = b1, leads to the following versions of the integrated public sector budget constraint
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and the money supply condition (66) for t = 1

b−1π
−1
0 +Rm0 m−1π

−1
0 = (Rm0 − (Rm1 /R0) + (Rm0 − 1) Ω0)m0 (68)

+(Rm1 − (Rm2 /R1) + (Rm1 − 1) Ω1)m1 (π1/R0)

+
(
RA0 − 1

)
iL0 +

(
RA1 − 1

)
iL1 (π1/R0) ,(

(1 + Ω1)m1 −m0π
−1
1

)
Rm1 /κ̃

B
1 = (− (Rm2 /R1) +Rm1 + (Rm1 − 1) Ω1)m1 (69)

−Rm1 m0π
−1
1 +

(
RAt − 1

)
iLt ,

while (28), (29), and (30) imply 1/R0 to satisfy

1/R0 = βE
(

1 + κ̃B1 ((1 + γ̃) (1/Rm1 )− 1))
)
π−11 . (70)

To simplify the analysis, we further restrict the choice of policy instruments. Firstly, we set

Rm2 = R1 = 1, using that R1 satisfies 1/R1 = βπ−12 (see 29) and π2 = β (see 30). Secondly,

we set the asset purchase price at RA1 = Rm1 ∈ (1, 1 + γ̃), such that (32) binds in t = 1 (see

27). Thirdly, we assume that Ω0 = 0. Using iL0 = 0, iL1 = κ̃L1 lb,1/R
A
1 , and the binding liquidity

constraints (67) to substitute out iL1 , m0 and m1 in (68), (69), and in the money supply condition

(66) for t = 0, leads to

b−1π
−1
0 +Rm0

(
m−1π

−1
0 − µ̃d0

)
= (Rm1 /R0)µ̃ (d1π1 − d0)− µ̃d1 (π1/R0) , (71)

(1/Rm1 ) = ((1/κ̃B1 )− 1) ([d0/ (d1π1)]− 1) + κ̃L1 lb,1/(R
A
1 κ̃

B
1 ), (72)

κ̃B0 b−1π
−1
0 /Rm0 = µ̃d0 −m−1π−10 . (73)

Hence, the set of equilibrium values {π0, π1, d0, d1} has to satisfy (71), (72), (73), and

[(1 + γ̃)β]−1 = Eπ−11 , (74)

with R0 satisfying (70), for a given set of monetary policy instruments {Rm0 , Rm1 = RA1 , κ̃
L
1 (s),

κ̃B0 , κ̃
B
1 } and an equilibrium value for loans lb,1. Suppose that the central bank targets specific

values for deposits, d0 = d̂0 and d1 = d̂1, and for the inflation rate, π0 = π̂0 and π1 = π̂1 within

the range of feasible values, implying π1 = (1 + γ̃)β (see 74), and sets its instruments accordingly.

In a competitive equilibrium without asset purchases, κ̃L1 = 0, condition (72) determines a set of

associated values for the pair Rm1 and κ̃
B
1 . Given that both are non-state-contingent, R0 satisfies

1/R0 = 1−κ̃B1
1+γ̃ + κ̃B1

Rm1
(see 70). Thus, a particular pair R

m
1 and κ̃

B
1 determine a value for R

m
0

according to (71), while the latter leads to a particular value for κ̃
B
0 according to (73).
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Now suppose that the central bank introduces asset purchases in state s = c in period 1,

κ̃L1 (c) > 0 and κ̃L1 (u) = 0. For an unchanged value R
m
1 , (72) implies a higher value for κ̃

B
1 (c)

than κ̃
B
1 , leading to a lower bond rate R0 according to (70). Given that R

m
1 > 1, the RHS of (71)

is decreasing in R0. Hence, (71) implies a higher value for Rm0 than R
m
0 , and (73) a higher value

for κ̃B0 than κ̃
B
0 . To summarize, an ex-post asset purchase policy κ̃

L
1 (c) > 0 with RA1 (c) = Rm1 are

fully neutralized with regard to the level of real deposits and the inflation rate by raising κ̃B1 (c),

κ̃B0 , and R
m
0 .

D Appendix to Section 6

Proof of Corollary 6. Suppose that the central bank can only seize a fraction zc of borrowers’

collateral and adjusts asset purchase programs by introducing haircuts 1 − zc/z, such that the

money supply restriction (9) changes to (49). Then, replacing the asset purchase instrument κ̃L1

by κ̂L1 = κ̃Lt (zc/z), in (45), (44), (47), and (48), leaves all effi ciency results summarized in the

Propositions 4, 5 and 8 unaffected.

Proof of Proposition 7. Under Assumption 4, the following optimality conditions hold

c−1b,0 = βrL1 c
−1
b,1 , (75)

c−1l,0 = βrL1 c
−1
l,1 , (76)

c−1l,1 = βrL2 c
−1
l,2 + κL1 κ̃

L
1 /R

A
1 , (77)

κL1 = µ1 − c−1l,1 (RA1 − 1), (78)

c−1b,1 = βrL2 c
−1
b,2 + ζb,1, (79)

c−1b,1q1 = u′ (h) + βc−1b,2q2 + {ζb,1zq1}. (80)

Substituting out κL1 and ζb,1 with (78) and (79) in (77) and (80), leads to

c−1l,1 = βrL2 c
−1
l,2 +

(
u′ (dl,1) µ̃

−1 − c−1l,1 (RA1 − 1)
)
κ̃L1 /R

A
1 , (81)

q1 =
(1 + β)u′ (h)

c−1b,1 (1− z) + zβrL2 c
−1
b,2

, (82)

where we used u′ (dl,t) µ̃
−1 = µ1. Combining (75) and (76), further gives c

−1
l,0 /c

−1
l,1 = c−1b,0/c

−1
b,1 .

Using cl,t = y − cb,t, then leads to
y−cb,1
y−cb,0 =

cb,1
cb,0

and thus

cb,0 = cb,1 and r
L
1 = β−1. (83)

If lump-sum taxes/transfers are available, a welfare-maximizing policy would implement the
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satiation level of deposits d. If not and Assumption 3 holds, any equilibrium level of deposits can

be implemented irrespective of asset purchases (see Corollary 3). In either case, the allocation

of deposits and housing is independent of asset purchases, such that an optimal asset purchase

policy can be identified by maximizingW = E
∑2

t=0 β
t (φb log(cb,t) + φl log(cl,t)). Using (83) and

that condition (81) does not impose a constraint to the primal policy problem, the latter can be

summarized as follows

max
cb,1,cb,2,lb,0,lb,1,r

L
2

{(1 + β) [φb log cb,1 + φl log(y − cb,1)] + β2 [φb log(cb,2) + φl log(y − cb,2)]} (84)

s.t. 0 = yb,0 + lb,0 − rL0 lb,−1 − cb,1, 0 = yb,1 + lb,1 − β−1lb,0 − cb,1, 0 = yb,2 − rL2 lb,1 − cb,2,

0 ≤ zq1(cb,1, cb,2, rL2 )h− lb,1,

where q1(cb,1, cb,2, rL2 ) satisfies (82). The first order conditions with respect to cb,1, cb,2, lb,0, lb,1

and rL2 are

λlgb,0 = (1 + β)
(
φbc
−1
b,1 − φl (y − cb,1)

−1
)
− βλlgb,1 + µlg1 zh∂q1/∂cb,1, (85)

λlgb,2 = φbc
−1
b,2 − φl (y − cb,2)

−1 + β−2µlg1 zh∂q1/∂cb,2, (86)

λlgb,0 = λlgb,1, λlgb,1 = βλlgb,2r
L
2 + µlg1 , (87)

λlgb,2lb,1 = β−2µlg1 zh∂q1/∂r
L
2 , (88)

where λlgb,0 ≥ 0, λlgb,1 ≥ 0, λlgb,2 ≥ 0, and µlg1 ≥ 0 are the multipliers for the constraints in order of

their appearance in (84). Since ∂q1/∂rL2 < 0 (see 82) and λlgb,2 as well as µ
lg
1 are non-negative,

condition (88) requires, λlgb,2 = µlg1 = 0. Thus, the real loan rate has to be lowered by asset

purchases according to (81) such that the collateral constraint is not binding for the social

planer. Then, the conditions in (87) require λlgb,1 = λlgb,0 = 0, such that (85) and (86) imply that

the marginal utilities of consumption of borrowers and lenders are equated.

E Appendix to a textbook-style model

Suppose that money is supplied at Rmt = RAt = 1, the central bank sets Rt, and that the money

supply constraints (8) and (9) are not internalized by banks. Bank i′s liquidity constraint and

profits are then given by

µ̃Dj,t ≤Mj,t, (89)
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and Ptωj,t = Dj,t −RDt−1Dj,t−1 − Lj,t +RLt−1Lj,t−1 −Bj,t/Rt +Bj,t−1 −Mj,t +Mj,t−1, such that

the first order conditions for loans, bonds and money satisfy

λj,t = βEtR
L
t λj,t+1π

−1
t+1, (90)

λj,t/Rt = βEtλj,t+1π
−1
t+1, (91)

λj,t = βEtπ
−1
t+1λj,t+1 + µj,t, (92)

instead of (12), (16), and (17), whereas the first order condition for deposits again satisfies (13).

Combining the latter with (90)-(92), leads to

RLt = Rt, RDt = Rt − (Rt − 1) µ̃, µj,t = λj,t (1− 1/Rt) ,

where µj,t is the multiplier on (89). Under R
m
t = RAt = 1, the intertemporal budget constraint

of the integrated public sector (22) further simplifies to

(b−1 +m−1) /π0 =

T−1∑
t=0

(
t∏

k=1

πk
Rk−1

){
τ l,t + τ b,t +

Rt − 1

Rt
mt

}
. (93)

In this version, central bank asset purchases are neutral.

Corollary 8 Suppose that banks do not internalize (8) and (9), and that the central bank controls
Rt, while Rmt = RAt = 1. Then, purchases of loans with central bank money is neutral with regard
the equilibrium allocation of commodities and deposits, such that social welfare is unchanged.

Proof. According to the optimal behavior of banks, demand for central bank money is solely

restricted by (92) or µj,t = λj,t (1− 1/Rt). Given that banks are indifferent between holdings

loans or bonds (see RLt = Rt), they are also indifferent between acquiring central bank money

via an exchange of bonds or loans against money. Moreover, loan purchases leave asset prices

unchanged (see (90)-(91)), such that they do not alter the private sector behavior compared to

the case where no loans (and only bonds) are purchased by the central bank (see Definition 1).

Hence, the equilibrium allocation of commodities and deposits, and therefore social welfare is

not affected by loan purchases.

F Appendix to interest on reserves

Suppose that the central bank pays interest on reserves RRt (IOR). Then, bank j
′s profits satisfy

Ptωj,t =Dj,t −RDt−1Dj,t−1 − Lj,t +RLt−1Lj,t−1 −Bj,t/Rt +Bj,t−1 −Mj,t +RRt Mj,t−1

−IBj,t
(
Rmt −RRt

)
− ILj,t(RAt −RRt ),
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and the affected first order conditions for reserves from treasury open market operations and

from asset purchases as well as for holdings of money satisfy

µj,t = κBj,t + λj,t(R
m
t −RRt ), (94)

κLj,t = µj,t − λj,t(RAt −RRt ), (95)

λj,t = βEtπ
−1
t+1

(
RRt+1λj,t+1 + µj,t+1

)
, (96)

instead of (14), (15), and (17). Substituting out µj,t+1 in (96) with (94), gives λj,t = βEtπ
−1
t+1(κ

B
j,t+

λj,t+1R
m
t+1) and thus leads to (18) for κ̃

B
t = 1, like in the case without IOR. With IOR, (94)

and (95) further indicate that costs of money acquisition from treasury open market operations

and asset purchase programs depend on the interest rate spreads Rmt −RRt and RAt −RRt . Thus,

reserves are abundantly available if Rmt = RRt , not if R
m
t = 1 (see Corollary 1). Substituting out

κLj,t, the unchanged loan supply condition (12) together with (95) further shows that effectiveness

of asset purchases under satiated money demand relies on RAt < RRt instead of R
A
t < 1; the latter

being applied for the conditions (44) and (45). The conditions on asset purchases in Propositions

4 and 5 and in Lemma 1 change accordingly, i.e. the term (1/RA1 (c))− 1 in (44), (45), (47), and

(48) is replaced by (1/RA1 (c)) − (1/RR1 (c)). The integrated public sector budget constraint is —

without interest payments in the terminal period (RRT = 1) —given by

(b−1 +Rm0 m−1) /π0 −
T∑
t=0

(
t∏

k=1

πk
Rk−1

)
(τ l,t + τ b,t) (97)

=
T−1∑
t=0

(
t∏

k=1

πk
Rk−1

)
[
Rmt −Rmt+1/Rt

]
mt + [(Rmt − 1) Ωtmt] +

(
RAt − 1

)
iLt

−
(
RRt − 1

) (
mt−1π

−1
0 + Ωtmt + iLt

)
 ,

instead of (22). The second line in the curly brackets on the RHS of (97) summarizes the costs of

IOR, and implies higher tax revenues or central bank earnings for repayment of initial liabilities.

Accordingly, the restrictions on monetary policy instruments when taxes are not available change,

while the properties summarized in Corollary 5 and Proposition 8 are unaffected.
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